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Foreword
I am )leased to make available a staff report regarding the constitutional grounds for presidential impeachment prepared for the use of
Committee on the Judiciary by the legal staff of its impeachment
the
ifl( uiry.
It is understood that the views and conclusions
contained in the
report are staff views and do not necessarily reflect those of the committee or any of its members.
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PMrR W. RODINO, Jr.
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I. Introduction
Tile Constitution deals with the subject of impeachment and conviction at six places. The scope of the power is set out in Article II,
Section 4:
The President, Vice President and all civil Officers of the
United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment
for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high
Crimes and Misde-neanors.
Other provisions deal with procedures and consequences. Article I,
Section 2 states:
The House of Representatives. .. shall have the sole Power
of Impeachment.
Similarly, Article I, Section 3, describes the Senate's role:
The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Impeachments. When sitting for that Purpose, they shall be on Oath
or Affirmation. When the President of the United States is
tried, the Chief Justice shall preside: And no Person shall
be convicted without the Concurrence of two thirds of the
Members present.
The same section limits the consequences of judgment in cases of
impeachment:
Judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold
and enjoy any Office of ho:or, Trust or Profit under the
United States: but the Party convicted shall nevertheless be
liable and subject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment and Punishment, according to Law.
Of lesser significance, although mentioning the subject, are: Article I, Section 2:
The President... shall have Power to grant Reprieves and
Pardons for Offences against the United States, except in
Cases of Impeachment.
Article III, Section 2:
The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Impeachment,
shall be by Jury....
Before November 15, 1973 a number of Resolutions calling for the
impeachment of President Richard M. Nixon had been introduced in
the House of Representatives, and had been referred by the Speaker
of the House, Hon. Carl Albert, to the Committee on the Judiciary
for consideration, investigation and report. On Noveiiimihr 15, anticipating the magnitude of the Committee's task, the House voted
(1)
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funds to enable the Cominittee to carry out its assignment and in that
regard to select an inquiry staff to assist the Committee.
On February 6, 1974, the House of Representatives by a vote of 410
to 4 "authorized and directed" the Committee on the Judiciary "to investigate fully and completely whether sufficient grounds exist for the
House of Representatives to exercise its constitutional power to inpeanh Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States of America."
To impler tent the authorization (H. Res. 803) the House also provided that "For the purpose of making such investigation, the conimittee is authorized to require ... by subpoena or otherwise ... the
attendance and testimony of any person ... and ... the production of
such things; and ... by interrogatory, the furnishing of such informiation, as it deems necessary to such investigation."
This was but the second time in the history of the United States
that the House of Representatives resolved to investigate the possibility of impeachment of it President. Some 107 years earlier the
House had investigated whether President Andrew Johnson should
be. impeached. Understandably, little attention or thought has been
given the subject of the presidential impeachment process during the
intervening years. The Inquiry Staff, at the request of the Judiciary
Committee, has prepared this memorandum on constitutional grounds
for presidential impeachment. As the factual investigation progresses,
it will become possible to state more specifically the constitutional, legal
and conceptual framework within which the'staff and the Committee
work.
Delicate issues of basic constitutional law are involved. Those issues
cannot be defined in detail in advance of full investigation of the facts.
The, Supreme Court of the United States does not reach out, in the
abstract, to rule, on the constitutionality of statutes or of conduct.
Cases
be brought
and adjudicated on particular facts in terms
of the.must
Constitution.
Similarly.
the House does not engage in abstract,
ad.lvisorv or hypothetical debates about the precise nature of conduct
that calls for t.he exercise of its constitutional powers; rather, it must
await full development of the facts and understanding of the events
to which those facts relate.
What is said here does not reflect any prejudgment of the facts or
any opinion or inference respecting the allegations being investigated.
This memorandum is written before completion of the full and fair
factual investigation the House directed be undertaken. It is intended
to be a review of the precedents and available interpretive materials,
seeking general principles to guide the.Committee.
This memorandum offers no fixed standards for determinina whether
grounds for impeachment exist. The framers did not write a fixed
standard. Instead they adopted from English history a standard sufficiently general and flexible to meet future circumstances asid events,
the nature.and character of which they could not foresee.
The House has set in motion an unusual constitutional process, conferred solely upon it by the Constitution. by directing the Judiciary
Committee'to "investigate fully and completely whether sufficient
grounds exist for the I-louse of Representatives to exercise its constitutional power to impeach." This action was not partisan. It was supported by the overwhelhi'Ing majority of both political parties. Nor
was it intended to obstruct or weaken the presidency. It was supported
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by Members firmly committed to the need for a strong presidency
and a healthy executive branch of our government. The H-ouse of
Representatives acted out of a clear sense of constitutional duty to
resolve issues of a kind that more familiar constitutional processes are
unable to resolve.
To assist the Committee in working toward that resolution, this
memorandum reports upon the history, purpose and meaning of the
constitutional phrase, "Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and
Misdemeanors."

28-959-74--2

II. The Historical Origins of Impeachment
The Constitution provides that the President. ". . . shall be removed
from Office on Inpeachmenit for. and Conviction of. Treason, Bribery,
or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors." The framers could have
written simply "or otother crimes"--as indeed they did in the provision
for extradition of criminal offenders fromn one state to another. They
did not do that. If they had meant simply to denote seriousness, they
could have done so directly. They did not dlo that. either. They adopted
instead a unique pJhrase used for centuries in English parliamentary
impeachments, for the meaning of which one must look to history.
The origins mind use of impeachment in England, the circumstances
under which impeachment became a pait of the American constitu-

tional system, and tlio American experience with impeachment. are
the best available sources for developing an understanding of the
function of impeachment and tCho circumstances in which it may become appropriate in relation to the presidency.
'
A. TILE ENOLIS1 PARLIA-MENTARY PRACTICE
Alexander Hamilton wrote, in No. 65 of The FIede'ralist.that Great

Britain had served as "the model from which [imneachnihint] has
been borrowed." AccordingJy, its history in England is useful to an
understanding of the purpost and scope of impeachment in the
United States.
Parlihiment developed the iinpeacheiiifit process as a meahs to exercise some measure of control over the power of the King. An impeachment p)roceeding in England was a direct method of bringing to
account the King's ministers and favorites-men who might otherwise have been beyond reach. Impeachnment, at least in its early history, has been called "the most powerful weapon in the political armourv. short, of civil war." 1 It played a continuing role in the struggles
between King and Parliament thlt resulted in the formation of tlie
unwritten English .eonstiti' on. In this respect impeachment was one
of tie tools used bV the English Parliament to create more reslponsive
and responsible
government and to redress imbalances when they
2

occurred.

The long strugle by Parliament to assert, legal restraints over the
unbridled will of ftie King ultimately reached a climiax with the execution of Charles I in 1649 and the establislhiiment of the Commonwealth
under Oliver Cromwell. In the course of that struggle, Parliament
sought to exert restraints over the King by removing those of his
ministers who most, effectively advanced the King's absolutist purI Plucknett. "Pre~icdentlal Address" reproduced In 3 Transactions, Royal listorieal
oaitter, 5th Series. 145 (1952).
2See generally C. Roberts, The Growth of Responsible Government in Stuart nnqland
(Cambridge 1960).
(4)
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sos. Chief among then was Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford.
Vhe I-louso of Commuons ilmpeachled him in 1640. As with earlier impeanchmlents, the thrust of tho charge was damage to the state.3 The
first article of ilnpeaelllnent alleged 4
That. ho . . . hath traiterously endeavored to subvert the
Funldamntal Laws and G(ioveirnnient of the Realmns ... and
in stelui thereof, to introduce Arbitrary andfl Tyranical Governemnt against Law....
The other articles against Strafford included charges ranging from
the allegation that he had assumed regal power and exercised it. tyrannica.lly to the charged that he had subvlertedlthe rights of PIarliamtent.6
Charactelristically, iml)eachmnellt was used in individual cases to
reach offenses, as perceived by 1Parliament, against the system of goveminelint. The. charges, variously denoifninated "treason," "high treason," "'lisdemeanors," "mai versations," and "high Crimes and Misdemleanomrs," thus included allegations of misconduct as various as the
kings (or their miiiisters) were ingenious in devising means of ex)anding royal power.
At tle time of tile, Constitutional Convention thie phrase "high
Crimes and Misdemeanors" had been in use for over 400 years in impeachment, proceedimis in Parliament.0 It first appears in 1386 in the
imlpeaehmlent of the King's Chancellor, Michael de ha Pole, Earl of
Sutfolk.7 Some. of the charges may have invol A-d
common law offensc:es. Others plainly did not: (de ia Pole was charged with breaking
a promise he, made to the full Parliament to execute in connection

with a parlifilnentarv ordinance the advice of a committee of nine
lords regarding the im)rovemeit of the estate. of the King and the
realm; "this was not done, and it was the fault of himself as he was
then chief officer." Ile was also charged with failing to expend a sum
that Parlianlent had directed be used to ransom tie. town df Ghent,
because of which "the said town was lost." 9

ap

a Strafford was charged with treason, a term defined In 1352 by the Statute of Treasons
25 Edw, S, stat. 5. c. 2 (1352). The particular charges against him presumably would
have been within the compnpas of the general, or "salvo," clause of that statute, but did not
fall within any of the enumerated acts of treasonAStrafford rested his defense In ;nart on
that failure; his eloquence on the question of retrospective treason ("Beware you do
not awake these sleeping lions, by the searching out some neglected moth-eaten records,
they may
tear you
your posterity
In pieces:
It was
ancestors'
to
chain
thenmoneupday
within
the and
barricadoes
of statutes;
be not
you your
ambitious
to becare
more
skilful and curious than your forefathers In the art of killing." Celebrated Trials 518
(l'hilu. 13T7) may have dissuaded the Commons from bringing the trial to a vote In the
House of lords: Instead they caused his execution by bill of attainder.
(1J. Rushworth, The Tryal of Thomas Earl of" Strafford, In 8 Historical Collections 8
(1680().
6 Rushworth, supra n.- 4, at 8-9. R. Berger. Impeachment: The Conatitutionai Problems
30 (1973), states that the Impeachment of Stratford ". . . constitutes a great watershed
in 6English constitutional history of which the Founders were aware."
e ee uenerallui A. Simpson, A Treatise on Federal Impeachments 81-190 (Philadelphia,
19111) (Appendix of English Imneachment Trials) ; M. V. Clarke, "The Origin of Impeachment" In Oxford Essays ii Medieval History 164 (Oxford, 1934). Reading and analyzing
the early history of English Impeachments Is complicated by the paucity and ambiguity of
the records. The analysis that follows in this section has been drawn largely from the
scholarship of others, checked against the original records where possible.
The basis for what became the Impeachment procedure apparently originated In Mi4l,
when the King and Parliament alike accepted the principle that the King's ministers were
to answer in Parliament for their misdeeds. C. Roberts. supra n. 2, at 7. Offenses against
Magna Carta. for example, were failing for technicalities In the ordinary courts, and
therefore Porliament provided that offenders against Magna Carta be declared In Parliament anti judged by their peers. Clarke, supra, at 173.
T Simpson, supra n. 6. at 86; Berger supra n. 5. at 61: Adams and Stevens, Select
Documents of English CVonstitutional llistory/148 (London 1927).
s For example, de la Pole was charged with purchasing property of great value from the
King whill using his position a. Chancellor to have tie lands appraised at less than they
were worth, all In violation of his oath. In deceit of the King and In neglect of the need
of the realm. Adams and Stevens, supra n. 7. at 148.
'Adams and Stevens, supra nm.7. at 148-150.
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The phrase does not reappear in impeachment proceedings until
1450. In that year articles of iinpeaclinient against William de ]a Pole,
DIuke of Suffolk (a descendant of Michael), charged him with several
acts of high treason, but also with "high Crimes-and Misdemeanors," 13 inctding such various offenses as "advising the King to grant
liberties and privileges to certain persons to the hindrance of the due
execution of the laws," "procuring offices for persons who were unfit,
and unworthy of them" and "squandering away the public tr( astirle." '1

Impeachment was used frequently during the reign% of James I
(1603-1625) and Charles I (1628-1649). During the period from
over 100 impeachnients were voted by the House of
1620 to 1649
Commons.' 2 Some of these impeachments charged ligh treason, as in
the case of Strafford; others charged high crimes and misdemeanors.
The latter included both statutory offenses, particularly with respect
to the Crown monopolies. and non-sthtutory offenses. For example, Sir
Henry Yelverton, the King's Attorney Oeneral, was impeached in
1621 of high crimesand misdemeanors in that he failed to prosecute
after commencing suits, and exercised authority before it was properly
vested in him.' 3
There were no impeachments during the Commonwealth (16491660). Following the end of the Commonwealth and the Restoration
of Charles II (1660-1685) a more powerful Parliament expanded
somewhat the scope of "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" by impeaching officers of the Crown for such things as negligent discharge of
duties " and improprieties in office. 15
The phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" appears in nearly all
of the comparatively few iml)eachments that occurred in the eighteenth century. Many of the charges involved abuse of official power
or trust. For examl;le, Edward, Earl of Oxford, was charged in 1701
with "violation of his dutv and trust" in that,"while a member of the
King's privy council, he took advantage of the ready access he had to
the King to secure various roval rents and revenues for his own use,
thereby greatly diminishing the revenues of the crown and subjecting
the people of England to "grievous taxes." 16 Oxford was also charged
with procuring a naval commission for William Kidd, "known to be
a person of ill fame and reputation," and ordering him "to pursue
the intended voyage, in which Kidd did commit diverse piracies

. .

being thereto encouraged through hopes of being protected by the
high station and interest of Oxford, in violation of the law of nations,
and the interruption and discouragement of the trade of England." 1'
10 4 IHatsell 07 (Shannon. Ireland, 1971. reprint of London 1796, 1818).

It 4 IHatsell. supra n. 10, at 07. charges 2, 6 and 12.

12The Long Parliament (1640-48) alone impeached 08 persons. Roberts, supra n. 2,
at 133.
07-7.1)
1, 2 an4 6). See general Simpson,
1136-37
132 Howell State Trials 1135,
n. 5. at (charges
supra
supra n. 6. at 91-127: Berger;
1%Peter Pett, Commissioner of the Navy, was char,!ed in 1608 with negligent preparation
for an invasion by the Dutch, and negligent loss of a ship. The latter charge was predicated
on alleged willful neglect in failing to insure that the ship was brought to a mooring.
6 Howell State Trials 865. 8661-07 chargess Z, 5).
IsChief Justice Scroggs was charged in 1680, among other things, with browbeating
witnesses and commenting on their credibility, and witb cursing and drinking to excess,
thereby. bringing "the highest scandal on the public Jut tice of the kingdom." 8 Howell
State Trials 197, 200 (charges 7, 8).
Is Simpson, supra n. 6, at 144.
37Simpson, supra n. 6, at 144.
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The impeachment of Warren Hastings, first attempted in 1786 and
concluded in 1795.I8 is particularly inlpor'tant because contemponrsieoils with the American Convention debates. Hastings was the first
was
The
indicateinthat
India.
Governor-General
being charged with of
high
crimes
andarticles
misdemeanors
the Hastings
form of grosn
maladministrationl, corruption, in oAce, and crtuelty toward the. people
of India..'
Two points emerge from the 400 years of English parliamentary experience with the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors." First, the
particular allegations of misconduct alleged damage to the state ill
such forms as misapplication of funds, abuse of official power. neglect
of duty, encroachment on P.arliament's prerogatives, corruption, and
betrayal of tr-ust.10 Second, the phrase "hligh Crimes and Mfisdemeanorls" was confined to parliamentary impeachments: it. had no roots in
the ordinary criminal law, 21 and the particular allegations of misconduct under that heading were not necessarily limited to common law or
statutory derelictions or crimes.
B. TIpE

INTENTION Or Tim.

FRAMIERIS

Tile debates on impeachmnent at the Constitutional Conv'e-nti6n in
Philadelphia focus principally on its applicability to the President.
The framers sought to create a. responsible though strong executive:
they hoped, in the words of Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts, that
*'thie maxim would never be adopted here that the chief Magistrate
could do [no] wrong." -22 Impeaclhinent was to be one of the central Hements of executive irresponsibility in the framework of the new govenlnient as they conceived it.
The constitutional grounds for impeachiment of the President received little direct attention in the Convention; the phrase "other high
Crimes and Misdemeanors" was ultimately added to "Treason" and
1'B'ribery" with virtually no debate. There is evidence, however, that
the framers were aware of the technical meaniiig the phrase had acquired in English impeachmnents.
Ratification by nine states was required to convert the Constitution
from a proposed plan of government, to the supreme law of the land.
The public debates in the state ratifying conventions offer evidence of
the contemporaneous understanding of the Constitution equally as
compelling as the secret deliberations of the.delegates in Philadelphia.
That evidence, together with fthe evidence found in tie debates during
the First Congress on the power of the Presidenit to discharge an
executive officer appointed with the advice and consent of the Senate,
Ree generally Marshall, The Impeachment of Warren Hastings (Oxford. 19M).
IOf the original resolutions proposed by Edmund Burke in 1780 and accepted by the
House as articles of Impeachment In 1787. both criminal and non-criminal offenses appear.
The fourth article, for example, charging that Hastings had confiscated the landed Income
that of -al others that bore the strongest
of the Begums of Oudh. was described by Pitt as
marks of criminality. Marshall. supra, n.'19, at 53.
The third article, on the other hand, known as the Benares charge , claimed that circumstances Imposed upon the Governor-General a duty to conduct himself "on the most
distinguished principles of good faith, equity, moderation and mildness." Instead, continued the charge, Hfastings provoked a revolt In Benares, resulting In "the arrest of the
raJah, three revolutions ingthe country and great loss, whereby the said Hastings Is guil0, ty1
of a high crime and misdemeanor In the destruction of the country aforesaid." The Cm
mons accepted this article, voting 119-79 that these were grounds tor Impeachment. Simpson, supra n. 0. at 168-170 ; Marshall1. supra n. 19, at xv, 40.
"Hoe, e.g., Berger, supra a. 5, at 70-71.
ABerger, supra n. 5, at 62.
" The Records of the Federal Convent ion 86 (M.N.Parrand ed. 1911) (brackets in
original). Hereafter cited as Farrand.
1S
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shows that the framers intended impeachment to be a constitutional
safeguard of the public trust. the powers of government conferred
upon the President and other civil officers, and the division of powers
among the legislative, judicial and executive departments.
1. TIlE PURPOSE OF TIlE IMPEAC1131ENT REMEDY

Among the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation apparent to
the delegates to the Constitutiniio l Convention was that they provided
for a purely legislative form of government 'whose ministers were subservient to Congress. One of the first decisions of the delegates was that
their new plan should include a separate executive, judiciary, and
legislature.2 3 However, the framers sought to avoid the creation of a
too-powerful executive. The Revolution had been fought against the
tyranny of a king and his council, and the framers sought to build in
safeguards against executive abuse and usurpation of power. They explicity rejected a plural executive, despite arguments that they were
creating "the foetus of monarchy," 24 because a single person would give
the most responsibility to the office. 25 For the same reason, they rejected
25
proposals for a council of advice or privy council to the executive.,
The provision for a single executive was vigorously defended at
the time of the state ratifying conventions as a protection against
executive tyranny and wrongdoing. Alexander Hamilton made the
most carefully reasoned argument in Federalist No. 70, one of the series
of Federalist Papers prepared to advocate the ratification of the

Constitution by the State of New York. Hamilton criticized both a
plural executive and a council because they tend "to conceal faults
and destroy responsibility." A plural executive, he wrote, deprives the
people of "the two greatest securities they can have for the faithfiil
2 1 Farrand 322.
21 1 Farrand 60.

*This argument was made by James Wilson of Pennsylvania, *vho also said that li
preferred a single executive "as giving most energy dispatch and responsibility to the
office." 1 Farrand 65.
2a A number of suggestions for a Council to the President were msde during the Convention. Only one was voted on, and it was rejected three states to eight. This proposal,
by George Mason called for a privy council of six members-two each from the eastern,
middle, and southern states-selected by the Senate for staggered six-year terms, with
two leaving office every two years. 2 Farrand 537, 542.
Gouverneur Morris and Charles Pinckney. both of whom spoke in opposition to other
proposals for a council, suggested a privy council composed of the Chief Justice and the
eads of executive departments. Their proposal however, expressly provided that the
President "shall in all cases exercise his own Judgment, and either conform to [the]
opinions [of the council] or not as he may think proper." Each officer who was a member
of the council would "be responsible for his opinion jn the affairs relating to his particular
Department" and liable to impeachment and removal from office "for neglect of duty
malversation, or corruption." 2 Farrand 342-44.
Morris and Pinckney's proposal was referred to the Committee on Detail, which reported a provision for an expanded privy council Including the President of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House. The council's duty was to advise the President "in matters
respecting the execution of his Office, which lie shall think proper to lay before them:
But their advice shall not conclude him, nor affect his responsibility for the measures
which lie shall adopt." 2 Farrand 307. This provision was never brought to a vote or
debated In the Convention.
Opponents of a council argued that it would lessen executive responsibility. A council,
said James Wilson, "oftener serves to cover, than prevent malpractices." I Parrand 97.
And the Committee of Eleven, consisting of one delegate from each state, to which proposals for a council to the President as well as other questions of policy were referred,
decided against a council, on the ground that the President, "by persuading his Council-to
concur in his wrong measures, would acquire their protection for them." 2 F'arrand 542.
Some delegates thought the responsibility of the President to be "chimerical": Gunning
Beford because "he could not be punished for mistakes." 2 Farrand 43; Elbridge Gerry,
with respect to nomination for offices, because the President could "always plead Ignorance."1 2 Farrand 539. Benjamin Franklin favored 'a Council because It "would not'only be a
check on a bad President but a relief to a good one."-He asserted that the delegates had
"too much . . . fear [of I cabals in 'appointments by a number," and "too much confidence
in those of single persons." Experience, he said, showed that "caprice, the intrigues of
favorites & mistresses, &c." were "the means most prevalent In monarchies." 2 F'arrand 542.
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exercise of any delegated power"--"[r]esponsibility . . . to censure

and to punishment." When censure is divided and responsibility uncertain, "the restraints of public opinion ...

lose their efficacy" and

"the opportunity of discovering with facility and clearness the misconduct of the persons [the public] trust, in order either to their
removal from office, or to their actual punishment in cases which admit
of it" is lost.2 A council, too, "would serve to destroy, or would greatly
diminish, the intended and necessary responsibility of the Chief
Magistrate himselff" 27 It is, Hamilton concluded, "far more safe
[that] there should be a single object for the jealousy and watchfulness of the people; . . . all multiplication of the Executive is rather
dangerous than friendly to liberty 28
,James Iredell, who played a leading role in the North Carolina ratifying convention and later became a justice of the Supreme Court,
said that under the proposed Constitution the President "is of a very
different nature from a monarch. He is to be . . . personally responsible for any abuse of the great trust reposed in him." 29 In the same
convention, William R. Davie, who had been a delegate in Philadelphia,
explained that the "predominant principle" on which the Convention
had provided for a single executive was "the more obvious responsibility of one person." When there was but one man, said Davie, "the
public were never at a loss" to fix the blame.3 0
James Wilson, in the Pennsylvania convention, described the security
furnished by a single executive as one of its "very important advantages":
The executive power is better to be trusted when it has no
screen. Sir, we have a responsibility in the person of our
President; he cannot act improperly, and hide either his
negligence or inattention; he cannot roll'upon any other person the weight of his criminality; no appointment can take
place without his nomination; and he is responsible for every
nomination he makes. .

.

. Add to all this that officer is

placed high, and is possessed of power far from being contemptible, yet not a single privilege is annexed to his character; far Irom being above the laws, he. is amenable to them
in his private character as a citizen, and in. his public character by impeachment.3'
As Wilson's statement suggests, the imnpeachability of the President was considered to be an important element of his responsibility.
24 The Federalist No. 70. at 459-61 (Modern Library ed.) (A. Hamilton) (hereinafter
cited as Federalist). The "multiplication of the Executive," lamilton wrote, "adds to the
difficulty of detection":
The circumstances which may have led to any national miscarriage of misfortune
are sometimes so complicated that, where there are a number of actors who may
have had different degrees and kinds of agency, though we may clearly see upon
the whole that there has been mismanagement, yet it may be Impracticable to pronounce to whose account the evil which may have been incurred is truly
chargeable.
If there should be "collusion between the parties concerned, how easy it Is to clothe the
circumstances with so much ambiguity, as to render It uncertain what was the precise conduct of any of those parties?" Id. at 400.
"Federalist No. 70 at 401. Hamilton stated:
A council to a magistrate, who is himself responsible for what he does are generally nothing better than a clog upon his good intentions, are often the instruments and accomplices of his bad, and are almost always a cloak to his faults.
Id. at 462.-M3.
' Federalist No. 70 at 462.
04 J. Elliot, The Debates in the Several State Conventions on the Adoption of the
Federal Constitution 74 (reprint of 2d ed.) (hereinafter cited as Elliot.)
sOElliot 104.
81 2 Elliot 480 (emphasis In original).
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Inmlpeachlment had been included in tile proposals before the Constituspecifle provision, mnaking•
tional Convention from its beginning. A.A

the executive removable from office on impeachment and conviction
for "waal-practice or neglect of duty," was unanimously adopted even3
before it was decided thiat the executive wild 1)e a single personn.
The only major debate on the desirability of impeachment occurred
when it was moved that the provision for ilnIpeachmient be dropped,
a motion that was defeated by a vote of eight states to two.3'
One of the arguments made against the impeachability of the executive was that hc "woulld periodically be tried for his behavior by
his electors" and "ought to be subject to no intermediate trial. by
in peaclmnent." 31 Anothler was that the executive could "do no cri11nal act without Coadjutors assistants] who may be. punished.'" 3
Without his subordinates, it was asserted, thie executive "can do nothing of consequence,"31and they would "be amenable by impeachment to
the public Justice."
This latter argument was made by Gonveneur Morris of Pennsylvania, who abandoned it during the'coulse of the debate, concluding
that thle executive should he imnpeaeliable.3 1 Before Mol:ris ellaniged
his position, however, George Mason had replied to his earlier
argument:
Shall any man be above justice? Above all shall that man
be above it, *who can commit thliehost extensive injustice?
When great crimes were committed he. was for punishing the,
principal as well as the Coadjutors.39
James Madison of Virginia. argued in favor of impeachment stating
that some provision was "indispensible" to defend the commuiniity
against "the incapacity, negligence or perfidy of the chief Magistrate."
With a single executive, Madison argued, unlike a legislature whose
collective nature provided security, "loss of capacity or corruption
was more within the compass of probable events, ana either of them
might be fatal to the Republic." 10 Benjamin Franklin supported
A The Virginia Plan, fifteen resolutions proposed by Edmund Randolph at the beginning
of the Convention, served as the basis of its early deliberations. The ninth resolution gave
the national judiciary jurisdiction over "impeachments of any National officers." 1 Farrand 22.
= 1 Farrand 88. Just before the adoption of this provision, a proposal to make the
executive removable from office by the legislature upon request of a majority of the
state legislatures had been overwhelmingly rejected. Id. 87. In the course of debate on
this proposal, it was suggested that the legislature "should have power to remove the
Executive at pleasure"-a suggestion that was promptly criticized as making him "the
mere creature of the Legislature" in violation of "the fundamental principle of good
Government," and was never formally proposed to the Convention. Id. 85-80.
r 2 Farrand 64. 69.
a2 Farrand (7 (Rufus King). Similarly. Gouverneur 'Morris contended that if an
executive charged with a criminal act were reelected. "that will be sufficient proof of his
innocence." Id. 64.
It was also argued in opposition to the Impeachment provision, that the executive
should not be Impeachable, "whilst In oflep"-an apparent allusion to the constitutions of
Virginia and Delaware, which then, provided that the governor (unlike other offieprs)
could be Impeached only after hie left office. Id. See 7 Thorpe. The Pederal and State Constitiftions 8818 (1009i and 1 id. 506. In response to this position, it was argued
that corrupt elections would result, as an incumbent sought to keep his office in order to
maintain his Immunity from impeachment. He will "spare no efforts or no means whatever
to get himself reflected," contended William R. Davie of North Carolina. 2 Farrand 64.
George Mason asserted that the danger of corrupting electors "furnished a peculiar
reason in favor of Impeachments whilst in office": "Shall the man who has practised corruption & bv that means procured his appointment In the first Instance, be suffered to
escape nunishment, by repeating his guilt ?"Id. 65.
32 Farrand 64.
32 Farrand 54.
"This Magistrate is not the King but the prime-.Minister. The people are the King."
2 Forrand 69.
82 Farrand 65.
'02 Farrand 65-66.
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impeachment as "favorable to the executive" where it was not
available and the chief magistrate had "rendered himself obnoxious,"
recourse was had to assassination. The Constitution should provide for
the "regular punishment of the Executive when his misconduct; should
deserve it, and for his honorable acquittal when he should be unjustly
accused."1 Edmund Randolph also defended "the propriety of
impeachments":
The Executive will have great opportunitys of abusing his
power; particularly in time of war when the military force,
and in some respects the public money will be in his hands.
Should no regular punishment be provided it will be
irregularly inflicted by tumults & insurrections.4"
The one argument made by the opponents of impeachment to which
no direct response was made during the debate was that the executive
would be too dependent on the legislature-that, as Charles Pinckney
put it, the legislature would hold impeachment "as a rod over the
Executive and by that means effectually destroy his independence." "'
That issue, which involved the forum for trying impeachments and
the mode of electing the executive, troubled the Convention until its
closing days. Throughout its deliberations on ways to avoid executive
subservience to the legislature, however, the Convention never reconsidered its early decision to make the executive removable through
the process of impeachment.4"
2. ADOPTION OF HIGHH CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS"

Briefly, and late in the Convention, the framers addressed the question how to describe the grounds for impeachment consistent with its
intended function. They did so only after the mode of the President's
election was settled in a way that did not make him (in the words of
James Wilson) "the Minion of the Senate." 45
The draft of the Constitution then before the Convention provided
for his removal upon impeachment and conviction for "treason or
bribery." George MIason objected that these grounds were too limited:
Why is the provision restrained to Treason & bribery only?
Treason as defined in the Constitution will not reach many
great and dangerous offenses. Hastings is not guilty of
Treason. Attempts to subvert the Constitution may not be
Treason as above defined-As bills of attainder which have
saved the British Constitution are forbidden, it is the more
necessary to extend: the power of impeachments.41
Mason then moved to add the Word "maladministration" to the other
two grounds. Maladministration was a term in use in six of the thirteen state constitutions as a 47ground for impeachment, including
Mason's home state of Virginia.
When James Madison objected that "so vague a term will be
it 2

Farrand 05.

U 2 Farrand 07.
3 2 Farrand 00.
4"See Appendix B for a chronological account of the Convention's deliberations on
impeachment and related issues.
S2Farrand 523.
4 2 Farrand 550.
0 The grounds for impeachment of the Governor of Virginia were "mal-administration,
corruption, or other means, by which the safety of the State may be endangered." 7 Thorpe,
The Federaland State Conatitutsien 3818 (1909).
28-959-74-3
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equivalent to a tenure and
during
pleasure "high
of the crimes
Senate,"and
Mason
withdrew
misdemeanors
substituted
"maladministration"
agst. the State," whih was adopted eight states to three, apparently
with no further debate.4 8
That the framers were familiar with English parliamentary impeachment proceedings is clear. The impeachment of Warren hastings, Governor-General of India, for high crimes and nfiisdemeanors
was voted just a few weeks before the beginning of the Constitutional
Convention and George Mason referred to it in the debates.49 Hamilton, in the Federalit-lo. 65, referred to Great Britain as "the model
from which [impeachment] has been borrowed." Furthermore, the
framers were well-educated men. Many were also lawyers. Of these, at
least nine had studied law in England.8 0
The Convention had earlier demonstrated its familiarity with the
term "high misdemeanor." " A draft constitution had used "high misdemeanor" in its provision for the extradition of offenders from one
state to another. 52 The Convention, apparently, unanimously struck
"high misdemeanor" and inserted "other crime,' "in order to comprehend all proper cases: it being doubtful whether 'high misdemeanor'
had not a technical mean'n too limited." 3
The "technical meaning' .referred to is the parliamentary use of
the term "high misdeameanor." Blackstone's Commentariem on the
Laws of Englnd-a work cited by delegates in other portions of the
Convention's deliberations and which Madison later described (in the
Virginia ratifying convention) as "a book which is in every man's
hand" 51-included "high misdemeanors" as one term for positive offenses "against the king and government." The "first and principal"
high misdemeanor, according to Blackstone, was "mnal-administration
of such high officers, as are in public trust and employ ment." usually
punished by the method of parliamentary impeachment."
"High Crimes and Misdemeanors" has traditionally been considered
a "term of art," like such other constitutional phrases as "levying war"
and "due process." The Supreme Court has held that such phrases
must be construed, not according to modern usage, but according
to what the farmers meant when they adopted them.', Chief Justice
Marshall wrote of another such phrase:
482 Farrand 550. M,%ason's wording was unanimously chiangedl later the same day from
"agst. the State" to "against the United States" in order to avoid ambiguity. This phrase
was later dropped in the final draft of the Constitution prepared by the Committee on
Style and Revision, which was charged w"ith, arranging and Improving thle language of
the articles adopted by the Convention without altering its substance.
89Id.
W0R. Berger, Impeachment: The Cone8tftutionai Problem.s 87, 89 and accompanying notes
(1973).
(13As a technical term, a "high" crime signified a crime against the system of government, not merely a serious crime. "This element of injury to the commonwealth-that
Is, to the state itself and to its constitution-was historically th, criterion for distinguishing a 'high' crime or misdemeanor from an ordinary one. The distinction goes back
to the ancient law of treason, which differentiated 'high' from 'petit' treason." Bestor,
Book Review, 49 Wash. L. Rev. 255, 203-64 (1973). See 4 W. Blackstone, Commentaries$
75'
"The provision (article XV of Committee draft of the Committee on Detail) originally
read: "Any person charged with treason, felony or high misdemeanor In any State, who
shall flee from Justice and shall be found in any other State, shall, on demand of the
Executive power of the State from which he fled be delivered up and removed to the
State having jurisdiction of the offence." 2 Farrand 187-88.
This clause was virtually Identical with the extradition clause contained In article
IV of the Articles of Confederation which referred to "any Person guilty of, or charged
with treason, felony, or other high misdemeanor in any state. . . .
u 2 Farrand 448.
5 3 Elliott 501.
"4 Blackstone's Commentaries' 121 (em phals omitted).
"See Murray v. iioboken Land Co. 52 U%8. (18 How.) 272 (1856) ; Davidson v. New
Orleans, 96 U.S. 97 (1878) ; Smith V.Alabama, 124 U.S. 465 (1888).
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It is a technical term. It is used in a very old statute of
that country whose language is our language, and whose laws
form the substratumn of our laws. It is scarcely conceivable
that the term was not employed by the framlers of our constitution in the sense which il d ween aflixed to it by those
from whom we borrowed it.5'
3. ROUNDS FOiR IUPEACIlMENT

AMason's suggestion to add "maladminist ration," Madison's objection
to it as "vague," and Mason's substitution of "high crimes and misdemeanors agst the State" are the only comments in tile Philadelphia
convention specifically directed to the constitutional language describing the grounds for impeachment of the President. Mason's objection
to limiting tile grounds to treason and bribery was that treason would
"not reach many great and dangerouss offences" including attemptsps
to subvert the Constitution." 11His willingness to substitute "high
Crimes and Misdemeanors," especially given his a parent familiarity
with the English use of the term as evidenced by his reference to the
Warren Hastings impeachment, suggests that he believed "high Crimes
and Misdemeanors" would cover the offenses about which he was concerned.
Contemporaneous comments on the scope of impeachment, are per-

suasive as to the intention of the framers. In lederatistNo. 65, Alexander Hamilton described the subject of impeachment as
those offences wbhil proceed from the misconduct of public
men, or, in other words, from the abuse or violation of some
public trust. They are of a nature which may with peculiar
propriety be denominated POLITICAL, as they relate chiefly
to injuries done immediately to the society itself.59
Comments in the state ratifying conventions also suggest that those
who adopted the Constitution viewed impeachment as a remedy for
usurpation or abuse of power or serious breach of trust.. Thus, Charles
Cotesworth Pinckney of South Carolina stated that the impeachmlent
power of the House reaches "those who behave amiss, or betray their
public trust." 60 Edmund Randolph said in the Virginia convention
that the President may be impeached if he "misbehaves." 16 He later
cited the. example of the Presidenjts i eceipt of presents or emohlu meits
from a foreign power in violation of the constitutional'proh1ibition of
Article I, section 9.02 In the same convention George Mason argued
that the President might use his pardoning ~'er
.o to "pardon crimes
which were advised by himself" or, before indictment or conviction,
"to stop inquiry and prevent detection." James Madison responded:
[I]f the President be connected, in any suspicious manner,
with any person, and t here be grounds to believe he will
' United

States v. Burr, 25 Fed. Cas. , 1,59 (No. 14, 693) (C.C.D. Va. 1807).

* 2 Farrand 550.
a The Federalist No. 65 at 423-24 (Modern Library ed.) (A. Hamilton) (emphasis In
original).
w4 Elliot 281.
e 3 Elliot 201.
*3 Elliot 486.
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shelter him, thle House of Representatives can, impeach him;
they can remove him if found guilty. . .. o
In reply to the suggestion that the President could summon the Senators of only a few states to ratify a treaty, Madison said,
Were the President to conmmit any thing so atrocious .
he would be impeached and convicted, as a majority of the
states would be affected by his misdemeanor.04
Edmund Randolph referred to the checks upon the President:
It has too often happened that powers delegated for the
purpose of promoting the happiness of a community have
been perverted to the advancement of the personal emoluments of the agents of the people; but the powers of the President are too well guarded and checked to warrant this illiberal
as1ersion.05

Randolph also asserted, however, that, impeachment would not reach
errors of judgment: "No man ever thought of impeaching a man for
an opinion. It would be impossible to discover whether the error in
opinion resulted from a wilful mistake of the heart, or an involuntary
fault of the. head." 60
James Iredell made a similar distinction in the North Carolina
convention, and on the basis of this principle said, "I suppose the only
instances, in which the Pivsident would be liable to impeachment,
would be where he had received a bribe, or had acted from some corrupt motive or other." 0" But lie went on to argue that the President
must certainly be punishable for giving false information to
the Senate. He is to regulate all intercourse with foreign
powers, and it is his duty to impart to the Senate every material intelligence he receives. If it should appear that he has
not given them full information, but has concealed important
intelligence which he ought to have communicated, and by
that means induced them to enter into measures injurious to
their country, and which they would not have consented to
had the true state of things been disclosed to them,-in this
case, I ask whether, upon an impeachment for a misdemeanor
upon such an account, the Senate would probably favor him.0 8

In short, the framers who discussed impeachment in the state ratifying conventions, as well as other delegates who favored the Constitution,0 9 implied that it reached offenses against the government, and
" 3 Elliot 497-98. Madison went on to say. contrary to his position in the Philadelphia
convention, that the President could be suspended when suspected, and his powers would
devolve on the Vice President, who could likewise be suspended until Impeached and convicted, If he were also suspected. Id. 498.
61 3 Elliot 500. John Rutledge of South Carolina made the same point, asking "whether
gentlemen seriously could suppose that a President, who bai a character at stake, would
lie sne a fool and knave as to join with ten others [two-thirds of a minimal quorum of
-the Senate) to tear up liberty by the roots, when a full Senate were competent to impeach
him." 4 EAllot 268.
ds"3 EllPot 117.
" 3 Elliot 401.
674 Elliot 126.
"4 Elliot 127.
4For example. Wilson Nicholas In the Virginia convention asserted that the President
"to personally amena le for his mel-administration" through Impeachment,
t
h3 llot 17:
Iseorset Niholaslly
the same convention referred to the Preuldents
impeachability It he
"deviates from hig duty," Id. 240. Archibald MacLanne in the South Carolina convention
also referred to the President's impeaehability for "any maladministration in his 'office.'
4 Elliot 47; and Reverend Samuel Stillman of Massachusetts referred to his impeaehability for 'malconduot," ~usking, "With such a prospect, who will dare to abuse the
powers vested in him by the people?" 2 Elliot 109.
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especially abuses of constitutional duties. The opponents did not. argue
that the. grounds for impeachinent had been limited to criminal
offellses.
An extensive discussion of the scope of the impeachment power
occurred in the House of Representatives in the First Session of the
First Congiress. The House was( debating the power of the President
to remove the head of an executive department appointed by him with
the advice and consent of the Senate, an issue on which it. ultimately
adopted the position. urged primarily by James Madison, that the
Constitution vested the power exclusively in the President. The diseussion in the House lends support to'the view that the framers
intended the impeachment power to reach failure of the President to
discharge the responsibilities of his office.7 0

Madison argued during the debate that the President would be sub-

ject to impeachment for tilqe wanton remlnoNal of meritorious officers."',
Ire also contended tfhat the power of the President unilaiterally to remove subordinates was "absolutely necessary" because "it will make
him i1 a.pectuliar' anli1er, resp)Onsible for [thie] conduct" of executive
officers. It. would, Madison said,
subject him to impeachment himself, if he suffers them to perpet.rate, with impunity high crimes or misdemeanors against
the United States, or neglects to superintend their conduct, so
as to check their excesses.7 :
E4llridge, Gerry of Massachusetts, who had also been a.framer though
he had opposed the ratification of the Constitution, disagreed with
Madison's contentions about the impeachability of the President. He
could not be impeached for dismissing a. good officer, Gerry said, because he would be "doing an act which the Legislature ias submitted
to his discretion." 7-And he should not be held responsible for the acts
of subordinate officers, who were themselves subject to impeachment

and should bear theicir own responsibility.14
Another framer, Abrahaln Baldwin of Georgia. who supported

Madison's position on the power to remove subordinates, spoke of

the President's impeachlability for failure to perform the duties of
the executive. If, said Baldwin, the President "in a fit of passion"
removed "all the good officers of the Government" and the Senate were
liable to choose qualified successors, the consequence would be that
the President "would be obliged to do the duties himself; or, if lie
did not, we would impeach himn, and turn him out of office, as he had
done others." ?5

'0Chief Jdstice Taft wrote with reference to the removal power debate In the opinion for
the Court In Myera v. United States, that constitutional decisions of the First Congress
"have always been regarded, as they should be regarded, as of the greatest weight In the
Interpretation of that fundamental Instrument." 272 U.S. 52, 174-75 (1920).
"11 Annals of Cong. 498 (1789).
" Id. 372-73.
U Id. 502.
" Id. 535--30. Gerry also implied, perhaps rhetorically, that a violation of the Constltu.
tion was grounds for impeachment. If, he said, the Constitution filled to include provision
for removal of executive officers, an attempt by the legislature to cure the omission
would be an attempt to amend the Constitution. But the Constitution provided proceduraA
for its amendment, and "an attempt to amend it in any other way may be a high crime
or misdemeanor, or perhaps something worse." Id. 503.
" Id. John Vining of Delaware commented:
"The President. What are hia duties? To see the laws faithfully executed; If lie (lees
not (10 this effectually, he Is responsible. To whom? To the people. Have they the means
of calling him to account, and punishing him for neglect? They have secured It In the
Constitut loli, by Impeachment to be presented by their Immediate represent Itves
:
they rail here, they have another check when the time of election comes round." Id. 572.If
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Those who asserted that the President has exclusive removal power
suggested that it was necessary because impeachment, as Elias Bcudinot of New Jersey contended, s "intended as %punishment for a crime,
and not intended as the ordinary means of re-arranging the Departments.' Is Boudinot suggested that disability resulting from sickness
or accident "would not furnish any good grouiid for impeachment;
it could not be laid as treason or bribery, nor perhaps as a high crime
or misdemeanor." 1 Fisher Ames of SMassachusetts argued for the
President's removal power because "mere intention [to (1o a mischief]
would not be cause of impeachment" and "there may be numerous
eauies for removal which do not amount to a crime." '18 Later in the
same speech Ames suggested that impeachment was available if an
ofleier "misbehaves" 10 and for "meal-conduct." go

One further piece of contemporary evidence is provided by the

Leetm,'es o, Law (delivered by James Wilson of Pennsylvania in 1790

and 1791. Wilson described imnpeachments in the United States as "confined to political claraeters, to political crinmes and misdemeanors, and
to political punishment." 8"And, lie said:
The doctrine of impeachments is of high import in the constitutions of free states. On one hand, the most powerful magistrates should be amenable to the law: on the other hand,
elevated characters should not he sacrificed merely on account
of their elevation. No one should be secure while he violates
the constitution and
the laws: every one should be secure while
2
he observ(-q them.8
From the comments of the framers and their contemporaries, the
remarks of the delegates to the state ratifying conventions, and the
removal power debate in the First Congress, it is apparent that the
scope of impeaclhment was not viewed narrowly. It was intended to
provide a check on the President, through impeachment, but not to make
him dependent on the unbridled will of the Congress.
Impeachment, as ,Jistice Joseplh Story wrote in his Corn.mentaries on
the Constitutionin 1833, applies to offGnses of "a political character":
Not but that crimes of a strictly legal character fall within
the scope of the power . . .; but that it has a more enlarged

operation, and reaches, what are aptly termed political of-

fenses, growing out of personal misconlduct or gross neglect,
or usurpation, or habitual disregard of the public interests,
in the discharge of the duties of political office. These are so
various in their character, and so indefinable in their actual
involutions, that it is almost impossible to provide systematically for then by positive law. They must be examined upon
very broad and comprehensive principles of public policy and
IId. 375.

Id.

id. 474.
Id. 475.
Id. 477. The proponents of the President's removal power were careful to preserve
Impeachment as a supplementary method of removing executive officials. Madison
said
impeachment will reach a subordinate "whose had actions may be connived at or overlooked
y~the President." Id. 372. Abraham Baldwin said:
S"The Constitution provides for-what? That no bad man should come into office.... But
suppose that one such could be got In, he can be got out again in despite of the President.
We can impeach him. and drag him from hip place . . . ." Id. 558.
I Wion, Lectures on Law, In 1 The 'if orks of James Wilson 420 (R. McCloskey ed.
1967).
IN
Id. 425.
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duty. .Tiey must be judged of by the habits and rules, and
lprnclPIes of diplomat, or departmental operations and
arrangements, of parliamentary pl'actice, of executive customs and negotiations of foreign as well as domestic political
movements; and in short, by a great variety of circumstances, as well those which aggravate as those which extenuate
or justify the offensive acts which 0do
not pr'olprlY belong to
the judicial character in the ordinary administration of justire, and are. far removed from the reach of municipal jluris-

C. Tim

AMEIIRICAN IMIPEACIIMENIT CASES

Thirteen officers have been impeached by the House since 1787: one
President, one cabinet officer, one United States Senator, and ten Federal judges.8- In addition there have been numerous resolutions and
investigations in the House not resulting in impeachment. However,

the action of the House in declining to impeach an officer is not, particularly illunminating. The reasons for failing to impeach are gellerally not stated, n-may
If
have rested upon a failure of proof, legal
insufhiciency of the grounds, political judgment, the press of legisla.tive business, or the closeness of the expiration of the sesion of Congress. On the other hand, when the House has voted to impeach an
officer, a majority of the Members necessarily have concluded that the
conduct alleged constituted grounds for impeachment.8 1
Does Article III, Section 1 of the Constitution, which stAtes that
judges "shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour," limit the
relevance of the ten impeachments of judges with respect to presidential impeachment standards as has been argued by some? It does
not. The argument is that "good behavior" implies an additional
ground for impeachment of judges not applicable to other civil officers.
However, the only impeachment provision discussed in the Convention
and included in tfhe Constitution is Article II, Section 4, which by its
express terms, applies to all civil officers, including judges, and des tee
impeachment offenses as "Treason, Bribery, and other high Crimes and
Misdemeanors."

In any event., the interpretation of the "good behavior" clause
adopted by the House has not been made clear in any of the judicial
imlpeachlnent cases. Whichever view is taken, the ji'idicial impeachments have involved an assessment of the conduct of the officer
in terms of the constitutional duties of his office. In this respect, the
impeachments of judges are consistent with the three impeachments
of non-judicial officers.
Each of the thirteen American impeachments involved charges of
misconduct incompatible with the official position of the officeholder.
6 1 J. Story Commentaries on the 'onslltution of the United State8, 1704, at 559 (5th
ed. 1005).
4 EIeven of these officers were tried in the Senate. Articles of linpeachment were presented to the Senate against a twelfth (Judge English), but he resigned shortly before
the trial. The thirteenth (Judge Delahay) resigned before articles could be drawn.
See Appendix B for a brief synopsis of each Impeachment.
6 Only four of the thirteen Impeachments-all involving Judges--have resulted In
conviction In the Senate and removal from offlee. While conviction and removal show
that the Senate agreed with the House that the charges on which conviction occurred
stated legally sufficient grounds for Impeachment, acquittals offer no guidance on this
question, as they may have resulted from a failure of proof, other factors, or a determination by more than one third of the Senators (as In the Blount and Belknap Impeach.
ments) that trial or conviction was Inappropriate for want of jurisdiction.
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This conduct falls into three broad categories: (1) exceeding the constitutional bounds of the powers of the office, in derogation of the
powers of another branch of government; (2) behaving in a.manner
grossly incompatible with the proper function and purpose of the
officee; and (3) employing the power of the office for an inproler puirpose or for personal gain.Ro
l. EX('CUIINUO TIME rOWERS OF TIlE OFFICE IX DEiIOCIATIONX OF TIIOSE OF
ANOTITEIE

BRANCII OF GOVERNMENT

The first American impeachment, of Senator William Blount in

1797, was based on allegations that Blount attempted to incite the
Creek
and Cherokee
Indians
to attack
the Spanish
settlers
of Florida
British.
Blount
in order
to capture
the territory
for the
and Louisiana,
was charged with engaging in a conspiracy to compromise the neutral-

ity of the United Staies, in disregard of the constitutional provisions
for conduct of foreign affairs. He was also charged, in effect, with
attempting to oust the President's lawful appointee as principal agent
for Indian affairs and replace him with a rival, thereby intruding
upon the President's supervision of the executive blranchl.81
The impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in 1868 also rested
on allegations that he had exceeded the power of his office and had

failed to respect the prerogatives of Congress. The Johnson imnpeachinent grew out of a bitter partisan struggle over the. implementation
of Reconstruction in the South following the Civil War. Johnson was
charged with violation of the Tenure of Office Act, which purported
to take away the President's authority to remove members of his own

cabinet and specifically provided thatC violation would be a "high misdemeanor," as well as a crime. Believing the Act unconstitutional,
Johnson removed Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton and was
impeached three days later.

Nine articles of impeachment were originally voted against Johnson,
all dealing with his removal of Stanton and the appointment of a
successor without the advice and consent of the Senate. The first
article, for exa~bple, charged that President Johnson.
unmindful of the high duties of this office, of his oath
of office, and of the requirement of the Constitution that he
should take care that the laws be faithfully executed, did
unlawfully, and in violation of the Constitution and laws of
the United States, order in writing the removal of Edwin M.
Stanton from the office of Secretary for the Department of

War.8'

Two more articles were adopted by the House the following day.
Article Ten charged that Johnson, "unmindful of the high duties 'of
his office, and the dignity and proprieties thereof," had made inflamnmatory speeches that attempted to ridicule and disgrace the

Congress.8 0 Article Eleven charged him with attempts to prevent the
FA proced,,rnl note may be useful. The Mou•e votes both a r.cnolitlon of impeachment

against an officer and articles of Impeachment containing the specific charges that will
be brought to trial In the Senate. Except for the impeachment of Judge Delahay, the
discussion of grounds here is based on the formal articles.
"AAfter BIount had been Iritenehed by the Rouse. but hbfor, trial of the imneachment,
the Senate expelled him for "having been guilty of a high misdemeanor, entirely inconsistent with his public trust and duty as a senator."
" ArtileMone further allpeed that Johnmon's removal of Stanton was unlawful beean~p the
Senate had earlier rejected Johnson's previous suspension of him.
60 Quoting from speeches which Johnson had made in Washington, D.C., Cleveland, Ohio
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execution of the Tenure of Office Act, an Army appropriations act, and
a Reconstruction act designed by Congre "for the more efficient
government of the rebel States." On its face, this article involved
statutory violations, but it also reflected the underlying challenge to
all of Johnson's post-war policies.
The removal of Stanton was more a catalyst for the impeachment
lhan a fundamental cause.0 0 The. issue. between the President and
Congress was which of them should have the constitutional-and
ultimately
even the
military-power
to makeimpeachment,
and enforce like
Reconstruction policy
ini the
South. The. Johnson
the
British impeachments of great ministers. involved issues of state going
to the heart of the constitutional division of executive and legislative
power.
2. BEHAVING IN A MANNER GROSSLY INCOMPATIBLE WIT1I TIlE PROPER
FUNCTION AND PUsPOSE OF TME OFFICE

Judge Joln Pickering was impeached in 1803, largely for intoxication on the benchb9 Three of the articles alleged errors in a trial in
violation of his trust and duty as a judge; the fourth charged that
Pickering, "being a man of loose inorals and intenmperate habits," had
appeared on the bench during the trial in a state of total intoxication
and had used profane language. Seventy-three years later another

judge, Mark Delahay, was impeached for intoxication both on and
oMY the. bench but resigned before articles of impeachment were
adopted.
A similar concern with conduct incompatible with the proper exercise of judicial office appears in the decision of the House to impeach
Associate Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase in 1804. The House
alleged that Justice Chase had permitted his partisan views to influ-

ence. his conduct of two trials held while. he was conducting circuit
couit several years earlier. The first involved a Pennsylvania farmer
who had led a rebellion against a Federal tax collector in 1789 and was
later charged with treason. The articles of impeachment alleged that
"unmindful of the solemn duties of his office, and contrary to the
sacred obligation" of his oath., Chase "did conduct himself in a manner highly arbitrary, oppressive, and unjust," citing procedural rulings against tie defense.
Similar language appeared in articles relating to the trial of a Virginia p)rinter indicted under the Sedition Act of 1798. Specific exanmples of Chase's bias were alleged, and his conduct was characterized
as "an indecent solicitude ... for the conviction of the accused, unbecoming even a public prosecutor but highly disgraceful to the character of a judge, as it was subversive of justice." The eighth article
charged that Chase, "disregarding the duties... of his judicial character. .

.

. did . . . prevert his official right and duty to address the

grand jury" by delivering "an intemperate and inflaiiinatory political
harangue.' His conduct was alleged to be a serious breach of his duty
and St. Louis, 3Misesourl. article ten pronounced these speeches "censurable in any, [and)
peculiarly Indecent and unbecoming In the Chief Magistrate bf the United States." By means
of these speeches, the article concluded. Johnson had brought the high office of the presidency "Into contempt, ridicule, and disgrace, to the great scandal of all good citizens."
00 The Judiciary Committee had reported a resolution of Impeachment three months earlier
charging President Johnson in Its report with omissions of duty, usurpations of power,
and violations of his oath of office, the laws and the Constitution in his conflict of Reconstruction. The House voted down the resolution.
91The issue of Pickering's insanity was raised at trial in the Senate, but was not discussed
by the House when it voted to impeach or to adopt articles of impeachment.
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to judge impartially and to reflect on his competence to continue to
exercise thl office.
Judge West H. Hlumphreys was impeached in 1862 o01charges that
he joined the Confederacy without resigning his federal judgeshlip.02
Judicial prejudice against Union supporters was also alleged.
Judicial favoritism and failure to give impartial consli-deration to
cases before him were also among the allegations in the inipeachment
of Judgo George W. English in 1926. The final article charged that
his favoritism had created distrust of the disinterestedness of his
official actions and destro-, ed public confidence in his court.93
3. EMPLOYING TIHE POWER OF TIHE OFFICE FOR AN 13PROPER PURPOSE
OR PERSONAL GAIN

Two types of official conduct for iniiproper lprposes have been

alleged in past impeachments. The first type involves vindictive use
of their office by federal judges; the second, the use of office for personal gain.
Jud-ge James H. Peck was impeached in 1826 for charging with
contempt a lawyer who had publicly criticized one of his decisions,
imprisoning him, and ordering his disbarment for 18 months. The
House debated whether this single instance of vindictive abuse of
power was sufficient to impeach, auid decided that it was, alleging that.
the conduct was unjust, arbitrary, and beyond the scope of Peck's
duty.
Vindictive use of power also constituted an element of the charges
in two other impeachments. Judge George W. English was charged
in 1926, among other things, with threatening to jail a local newspaper editor for printing a critical editorial and with summoning local
officials into court in a non-existent case to harangue them. Some of
the articles in the impeachment of Judge Charles Swayne (1903)
alleged that lie maliciously and unlawfully imprisoned two lawyers
and a litigant for contempt.
Six impeachments have alleged the use of office for personal gain
or the appearance of financial impropriety while in office. Secretary
of War William W. Belknap1 was ilnpeachedi in 1876 of high crimes and
misdemeanors for conduct that probably constituted bribery and certainly involved the use of his office for highly improper purposesreceiving substantial annual payments through an intermediary in
return for his appointing a particular post trader at a frontier military
post in Indian territory.
The impeachmnents of ,Judges Charles Swayne (1903), Robert. W.
Archbald (1912), George W. English (1926), Harold Louderback
(1932) and Halsted L. Ritter (1936) each involved charges of the use
of office for direct or indirect personal monetary gaini.9 In the
Archbald and Ritter cases, a number of allegations of improper
conduct were combined in a single, final article, as well as being
charged separately.
m Although some of the language in the artlips suggested treason. only high crimes and
misdemeanors were alleged, and Humphrey's offenses were characterized as a failure to discharge his Judicial duties.
"SSome of the allegations against Judges Harold Louderback (1932) and Halsted Ritter
(,1936) also involved Judicial favoritism affecting public confidence In their courts.
0 Judge Swayne was charged with falsifying expense accounts and using a railroad car
In the possession of a receiver he had appointed. Judge Archbald was charged with using
his office to secure business favors from litigants and potential litigants before his court.
Judges English, Louderback. and Ritter were charged with misusing their power to appoint
and set the fees of bankruptcy receivers for personal profit.
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In drawing up articles of impeachment, the Ihouse 11)as placed little
emphasis on criminal conduct. Less than one-third of the eighty-three
articles the House has adopted have explicitly charged the violation
of a criminal statute or used the word "criminal" or "crime" to describe the conduct alleged, and ten of the articles that do were those
involving the Tenure of Office Act in the impechliment of President
Andrew Johnson. The House has not always usexl the technical Ianguage of the criminal law even when the conduct alleged fairly clearly
constituted a criminal offense, as in the IHumphreys and Belknap impeachiments. Moreover, a number of artickss, even though they may
have alleged that the conduct was unlawful, do not seem to state criminal conduct,--including Article Ten against President Andrew .JohnSon (charging inflaninatory speecheS), and some of the charges
against all of thle judges except Humphreys.
Much more comonu
in the articles are allegations that the officer
has violated his duties or his oath or seriously undermined public confidence in his ability to perform his official functions. Recitals thitt a
judge has brought his court or the judicial system into disrepute are
commonplace. In the impeachment of President Johnson, nine of the
articles allege that le acted "umnindful of the high duties of his office
and of his oath of office," and several specifically refer to his constitutional duty to take care that the laws be faithfully executed.
The formal language of an article of impeachment, however, is less
significant than the nature of the allegations that it contains. All have
involved charges of conduct ineompatlble with continued performance
of the office; some have explicitly rested upon a "course of conduct" or
have combined disparate charges in a single, final article. Some of the
individual articles seem to have alleged conduct that., taken alone,
would not have been considered serious, such as two articles in the impeachment of Justice Chase that merely alleged procedural errors at
trial. In the early impeachments, the articles were not prepared until
after impeachment had been voted by the House, and it seems probable
that the decision to impeach was made on the basis of all the allegations viewed as a whole, rather than each separate charge. Unlike the
Senate, which votes separately on each article after trial, and where
conviction on but one article is required for removal from office, the
House appears to have considered the individual offenses less significant than what they said together about the conduct of the official in the performance of his duties.
TA o tendencies should be avoided in interpreting the American imleachlments. The first is to dismiss them too readily because most have
involved judges. The second is to make too much of them. They do not
all fit neatly and logically into categories. That, however is in keeping
wifth the nature of the remedy. It is intended to reach a broad variety
of conduct by officers that is both serious and incompatible with thle,
duties of the office.
Past impeaclments are not precedents to be read with an eye for an
aiticle of impeachment identical to allegations that may be currently
under consideration. The American impeachment cases demonstrate
a common theme useful in determining whether grounds for impeachment exist-that the grounds are derived from understanding the
nature, functions and duties of the office.

III. The Criminality Issue
The phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" may connote "criminality" to some. This likely is the predicate for some of the contentions
that only an indictable crime can constitute impeachable conduct.
Other advocates of an indictable-offense requirement would establish
a criminal standard of impeachable conduct because that standard is
definite, can be known in advance and reflects a contemporary legal
view of what conduct should be punished. A requirement of criminality would require resort to familiar criminal laws and concepts to
serve as standards in the impeachment process. Furthermore, this
would pose problems concerning the applicability of standards of proof
and the like pertaining to the trial of crimes.'
The central issue raised by these concerns is whether requiring an
indictable offense as an essential element of impeachable conduct. is
consistent with the purposes and intent of the framers in establishing
the impeachment power and in setting a constitutional standard for the
exercise of that power. This issue must be considered in light of the
historical evidence of the framers! intent.2 It is also useful to consider
whether the purposes of impeachment and criminal law are such that
indictable offenses can, consistent with the Constitution, be an esential element of grounds for impeachment. The impeachment of a President. must occur only for reasons at least as pressing as those needs of
government that give rise to the creation of criminal offenses. But this
does not mean that the various elements of proof. defenses, and other
substantive concepts surrounding an indictable offense control the im.peachment process. Nor does it mean that state or federal crimijial
codes are necessarily the place to turn to provide a standard under the
United States Constitution. Impeachment is a, constitutional remedy.
The framers intended that the impeachment language they employed
should reflect the grave misconduct that so injures or abuses our constitutional institutions and form of government as to justify impeachment.
This view is supported by the historical evidence of the constitutional meaning of the words "high Crimes and Misdemeanors."
That evidence is set out above.8 It establishes that the phrase "high
Crimes and Misdemeanors"--which over a period of centuries evolved
into the English standard of impeachable conduct-has a special
historical meaning different from the ordiiiary meaning of the terms
crimes" and "misdemeanors. 4 "High misdemeanors" referred to a
I See A. Simpson, A Trcatise on Federal Impeachments 28-29 (1916). It has also been
argued that because Treason and Bribery are crimes, "other high Crimes and Misdemeanors" must refer to crimes under the ejusdem generis rule of construction. But eluadem
genr8f merely requires a unifyingprinciple. The question here is whether that principle is
criminality or rather conduct subversive of our constitutional institutions and form of
government.
The rule of construction against redundancy indicates an intent not to require criminality. If criminality Is required, the word "Misdemeanors" would add nothing to "high
Crimes."
a S" part 1.1. slipra, pp. 7-17.
See part II.B.2. supra, pp. 11-13.
(22)
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category of offenses that subverted the system of government. Since
the fourteenth century the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors"
had been used in English impeachment cases to charge officials with
a wide range of criminal and non-criminal offenses against tile institutions and fundamental principles of English government.?
There is evidence that the fraeiors were aware of this special, noncriminal meaning of the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" in
the English law of imiPeaclunent.6 Not only did Hamilton acknowledge Great Britain as "the model from which [impeachment] has
been borrowed," but George Mason referred in the debates to the
impeachment of Warren Hastings, then pending before Parliament.
Indeed, Mason, who proposed tie phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors," expressly stated his intent to encompass "[a]ttempts to
subvert the Constitution." I
The published records of the state ratifying conventions do not
reveal an intention to limit the grounds of impeachment to criminal
offenses.! James Iredell said in the North Carolina debates on ratification:
the person convicted is further liable to a trial at
common law, and may receive such common-law punishment
as belongs to a description of such offences if it be punishable by that law.9
Likewise, George Nicholas of Virginia distinguished disqualification
to hold office from conviction for criminal conduct:
If [the President] deviates from his duty, lie is responsible
to his constituents ....

Ile will be absolutely disqualified to

hold any place of profit, honor, or trust, and liable to further punishment if he has committed such high crimes as
are punishable at common law.10
Tile post-convention statements and writings of Alexandei, 1-amilton, James Wilson, and James Madison-each a participant in the
Constitutional Convention-show that they regarded impeachment.
as an appropriate device to deal with offenses against constitutional
government by those who hold civil office, and not a device limited
to criminal offenses.11 Hamilton, in discussing the advantages of a
single rather than a plural executive, explained that a single executive gave the people "the opportunity of discovering with facility
and clearness the misconduct of the persons they trust, in order either
to tlhir removal from office, or to their actual punishment iii cases
which admit of it." " Hamilton further wrote: "Man, in public trust,
will much oftener act in such a manner as to render him unworthy
of being any longer trusted, than in such a manner as to make him
obnoxious to legal punishment." 18
The American experience with impeachment, which is summarized
above, reflects the principle that impeachable conduct need not be
See part I.A. supra, pp. 5-7.
* See part II.n.2. aupra, pp. 12-13.
'See md., p. 11.
SSee. art 11.B.3. supra, pp. 13-15.
'4 Elliot 114.
0 3 Elliot 240.
u See part II.B.1. supra p. 9; part I I.B.3. supra, pp. 13-15, 16.
FederallatNo. 70, at 461.
M.1d
at 459.
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criminal. Of the thirteen impeachments voted by the louse since
1789, atlleast ten involved one or morn allegations that did not charge
a violation of criminal law.1"
Ilnl)eachment wud the criminal law serve fundamentally different
purposes. Impeachment is the first step in a. remedial proe•ss-removal from office and possible disqualification from holding future
office. The purpose of impeachment is not personal punishment; 15
it.A function is primarily to maintain constitutional government. Furtherinore, the Constitution itself provides that iinpeachment is no
substitute for the ordinary process of criminal law since its specifies
that impeachment does not immunize the officer from criminal liability
for his wrongdoing.."
The general applicability of the criminal law also makes it inapapplicable to a highly spepropriate as the standard for a p)roeep
cific situation such as removal of a President. The criminal law sets
a general standard of conduct that all must follow. It does not address
itself to the abuses of presidential power. In an impeachment proceeding a President is called to account for abusing powers that
only a President possesses.
Other characteristics of the criminal law make criminality inappropriate as an essential element of impeachable conduct. While
the failure to act may be a crime, the traditional focus of criminal
law is prohibitory. Impeachable conduct, on the other hand, may
include the serious failure to discharge the affirmative duties imposed
on the President by the Constitution. Unlike a criminal case, the, cause
for the removal 'of a President may be based on his entire'course of
conduct in office. In particular situations, it may be a course of conduct more than individual acts that has a tendency to subvert constitutional government.
To confine impeachable conduct to indictable offenses may well
be to set a standard so restrictive as not to reach conduct tlht'might
adversely affect the system of government. Some of the most grievous
offenses "againstour constitutional form of government may not entail
violations of the criminal law.
14 Fee Part II.C. supra, pp. 13-17.

Is It has been argued tha "ilimpeachment is a special form of punishment for crime,"
but that gross and willful neglect of duty would be a violation of the oath of office and
suchuh violation, by criminal actu. of commission or omission, Is the only nonindlictable
o Iense for which the President. vice President, judges or other civil officers can be
impeached." 1. Brant, Ihnpeaclhmet, Trfoas and Errors 13, 20, 23 (1972). While this
approach might in particular instances lead to the same results as the approach to
Impeachment as a constitutional remedy for action Incompatible with constitutional government and the duties of constitutional office, it Is, for t lie reasons stated in this memorandum. the latter approach that best reflects the intent of the framers and the constitutional function of impeachment. At the time the Constitution was adopted, "crime" and
"punishment for crime" were terms used far more broadly than today. The seventh
edition of Samuel .Tolnston's dictionary. putblshted In 1785. defines "crime" as "an act
contrary to right, an offense: at great fault : an act of wickedness." To thle extent that
the debates on the Constitution and its ratification refer to impeachment as a form of
"punishment" it is punishment In the sense tHiat today would be thought a non-criminal
sanction. such as removal of a corporate officer forvmisconduct breaching his duties to the
.corporation,
It Is sometimes suggested that various provisions In the Constitution exempting
cases of impeachment from certain provisions relating to the trial and punishment of
crimes Indicate an Intention to require an Indictable offense as an essential element of
Impeachable conduct. In addition to the provision referred to In the text (Article I,
Section 3). cases of Impeachment are exempted from the power of pardon and the right to
trial by jury In Article II, Section 2 and Article III. Section 2 respectively. These provisions were paced in the Constitution In recognition that Impeachable conduct may
entail criminal conduct and to make It clear that even when criminal conduct is Involved,
the trial of an Impeachment was not intended to be a criminal proceeding. The sources
quoted at notes 8-18. supra, show the understanding that Impeachable conduct may, but
need not, Involve criminal conduct.
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If criminality is to be the basic element of impeachable conduct, what
is the standard of criminal conduct to be? Is it to be criminality as
known to the common law, or as divined from the Federal Crimninal
Code, or from. an amalgam of State criminal statutes? If one is to turn
to State statutes, then which of those of the States is to obtain?' If
the present Federal Criminal Code is to be the standard, then which
of its provisions are to apply? If there is to be new Federal legislation
to define the criminal standard, then presumably both the Senate and
the President will take part in fixing that standard. How is this to be
accomplished without encroachment upon the constitutional provision
that "the sole power" of impeachment is vested in the House of
Representatives?
A requirement of criminality would be incompatible with the intent
of tbe framers to provide a mechanism broad enough to maintain the
integrity of constitutional government. Impeachment is a constitutional safety valve; to filfill this function, it must be flexible enough
to cope with exigencies not now foreseeable. Congress has never undertaken to define impeachable offenses in the criminal code. Even respecting bribery, which is specifically identified in the Constitution as
grounds for impeachment, the federal statute establishing the criminal
offense for civil officers generally was enacted over seventy-five years
after the Constitutional Convent'ion.1?
In sum, to limit impeachable conduct to criminal offenses would be
incompatible with the evidence concerning the constitutional meaning

of the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" and would frustrate
the purpose that the framers intended for impeachment. State and
federal criminal laws are not written in order to preserve the nation
against serious abuse of the presidential office. But this is the purpose
of the constitutional provision for th6 impeachment of a President and
that purpose gives meaning to "high Crimes and Misdemeanors."
ITIt appears from the annotations to the Revised Statutes of 1873 that bribery was not

made a federal crime until 1700 for Judges 1853 for Mambers of Congress, and 1803 for
other civil officers. U.S. Rev. Stat., Title LXX, Ch 6B If 5409-502. This consideration
strongly suggests that conduct not amounting to statutory bribery may nonetheless constitute the constitutional "high Crime and Misdemeanor" of bribery.

IV. Conclusion
Impeachment is a constitutional remedy addressed to serious offenses
against the system of government. The purpose of impeachment under
the Constitution is indicated by the limited scope of the 'remedy (removal from office and possible disqualification from future office) and
by the stated grounds for impeachunent (treason, bribery and other
high crimes and misdemeanorsl). It is not controlling whether treason
and bribery are criminal. More important, they are constitutional
wrongs that subvert the structure of government, or undermine tile
integrity of office and even the Constitution itself, and thus are "high"
offenses in the sense that word was used in English impeachments.
The framers of our Constitution consciously adopJted a particular
phrase from the English practice to help define the constitutional
grounds for removal. The content of the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" for the framers is to be related to what the framers knew,
on the whole, about the English practice-the broad sweep of English
constitutional history and the vital role impeachment had played in
the limitation of royal prerogative and the control of abuses of 'miiiisterial and judicial Jpower.
Impeachment was not a remote subject for the f ramers. Even as
they labored in Philadelphia, the impeachment trial of Warren IHastings, Governor-General of India, was pending in London, a fact to
which George Mason made explicit refercw'e' in the Convention. Whatever may be said on the merits of Hastings'",. .nduct, the charges against
him exemplified the central aspect of impeachment-the parliamentary effort to reach grave abuses of governmental power.
'the framers understood quite clearly that the constitutional system
they were creating must include some ultimate check on the conduct
of the executive, particularly as they came to reject the suggested
plural executive. While insistent that balance between the executive
and legislative branches be maintained so that the executive would not
become the creature of the legislature, dismissible at its will, the framers also recognized that some means would be needed to deal with excesses by the executive. Impeachment was familiar to them. They
understood its essential constitutional functions and perceived its
adaptability to the American contest.
While it'may be argued that some articles of impeachment have
charged conduct that constituted crime and thus that. criminmlity is an
essential ingredient, or that some have charged conduct that w:as not
criminal and thus that criminality is not essential, the fact remains
that in the English practice and in several of the American impeachments the criminality issue was not raised at all. The emphasis has been
on the significant eRects of the conduct-undermining the integrity
of office, disregard of consitutional duties and oath of office. arrogation
of power, abuse of the governmental process, adverse impact on the
system of government. Clearly, these effects can be brought about in
(26)
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ways not anticipated by the criminal law. Criminal standards and
criminal courts were established to control individual conduct. Iaipeachment was evolved by Parliament to cope with both the inadequacy
of criminal standards and the impotence of courts to deal with the
conduct of great public figures. It would be anomalous if the framers,
having barred criminal sanctions from the impeachment remedy and
limited it to removal and possible disqualification from office, intended
to restrict the grounds for impeachment to conduct that was criminal.
T1'he longing for precise criteria is understandable advance, precise
definition of objective limits would seemingly serve both to direct future conduct and to inhibit arbitrary reaction to past conduct. In private affairs the objective is the control of personal behavior, in part
through the punishment of misbehavior. In general, advance definition of standards respecting private conduct works reasonably well.
However, where the issue is presidential compliance with the constitutional requirements and limitations on the presidency, the crucial
factor is not the intrinsic quality of behavior but the significance of
its effect upon our constitutional system or the functioning of our
government.
It is useful to note three major presidential duties of broad scope that
are explicitly recited in the Constitution: "to take Care that the Laws
be faithfully executed," to "faithfully execute the Office of President
of the United States" and to "preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States' to the best of his ability. The first is
directly imposed by the Constitution; the second and third are included in the constitutionally prescribed oath that the President is required to take before he enters upon the execution of his office and are,
therefore, also expressly imposed by the Constitution.
The duty to take oare is affirmative. So is the duty faithfully to
execute the office. A President must. carry out the obligations of his
office diligently and in good faith. The elective character and political
role of a President make it difficult to define faithful exercise of
his powers in the abstract. A President must make policy and exercise
discretion. This discretion necessarily is broad, especially in emergency
situations, but the constitutional duties of a President impose limitations on its exercise.
The "take care" duty emphasizes the responsibility of a President
for the overall conduct of the executive branch, which the Constitution vests in him alone. He must take care that the executive is so organized and operated that this duty is performed.
The duty of a Prsident to "preserve, protect. and defend the Constitution" to the best of his ability includes the duty not to abuse his
powers or transgress their limits-2 not to violate t'hferights of citizens.
such as those guarnqnteed by the Bill of Rights, and not to act in derogation of powers vested elsewhere by the Constitution.
Not all presidential misconduct is sufficient to constitute grounds
for impeachment. There is a further requirement-substantiality. In
deciding whether this further requirement has been met, the facts
must be considered as a whole in the context of the office, not in terms
of separate or isolated events. Because impeachment of a President is
a grave step for the nation, it is to be predicated only upon conduct
seriously incompatible with either the constitutional form and principles of our government or the proper performance of constitutional
duties of the presidential office.
28-959-74-5

Appendixes
APPENDIX A
lPocEEIIEDlNO oIS'F
THE CONSTITUTIONAL COXVExTIOx, 1787
SIX-CrION, THFM AND 1311".ACIMENT OF.TiIF EXECUTIVE

The Convention first considered the question of removal of the executive on June 2, in Committee of the Whole in debate of the Virginia
Plan for the Constitution, offered by Edmund Randolph of Virginia
on May 29. Randolph's seventh resolution provided: "that. a National
Executive be instituted; to be chosen by the National Legislature for

the term of [ ] years

. .'.

and to be ineligible a second time; and that.

besides a general authority to execute the National laws, it ought to
enjoy the Executive rights vested in Congress by the Coifederation."
Randolph's nin./, resolution provided for a national judiciary, whose
inferior tribunals in the first instance and the supreme tribunal in the
last resort would hear and determine (among other things) "impeachments of any National officers." (1:22)
On June 1, the Committee of the Whole debated, but postponed the
question whether the executive should be a single person. It then
voted, five states to four. that the term of the executive should be seven
years. (1:64) In the course of the debate on this question, Gunning
Bedford of Delaware, who "was strongly opposed to so long a. term as
seven years" and favored a triennial election with ineligibility after
nine years, commented that "an impeachmnent would reach misfeasance
only, not incapacityy" and therefore would be no cure if it were found
that the first. magistrate "did not possess the qualifications ascribed to
him, or should lose them after his appointment." (1:69)
On June 2, the Committee of the Whole agreed, eight states to two,
that the executive should be elected by the national legislature. (1:77)
Thereafter, John Dickenson of Delaware moved that the executive
be made removable by the national legislature on the request of a majority of the legislatures of the states. It was necessary. lie argued.
"to l'lace the power of removing somewhere," but lie didl'not. like the
Plan of imipeaching the great officers of the government and wished
to preserve the role of the states. Roger S lerman of Coninecticut.
suggested that the national legislature should be empowered to remove the executive at pleasure (I:85). to which George Mason of
Virginia replied that "[s]ome mode of displacing amiunfit magistrate"
was indispensable both because of "the fallibility of those who chbose"
and "thle corruptibility of the mani chosen." B1t Mason strongly opPosed making the executive "thle muier( creature of the Legislature"
as violation of the fundamental principle of good government. James
Madison of Virginia and James Wilson of Pendisylvania argued
against Dickenson's motion because it would put small states on* an
* 1 The Records of the Pederal 0onventlon 21 (M. Farrand ed. 1911). All references
hereafter in this appendix are given parenthetically In the text and refer to the volume
and page of Farrand (e.g., I: 21).
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equal basis with large ones and "enable a minority of the people to
prevent ve reimo'al of an officer who had rendered himself justly crininal in the eyes of a majority; open the door for intrigues against him
in states where his administration, though just, was unpopular; and
tempt him to pay court to particular states wh?,ose partisans hle feared or
wished to engage in his behalf. (1:86) Diekenson's motion was rejected,
with only Delaware voting for it. (1:87).
The Comimittee of the Whole then voted, seven states to two, that
the executive should be made ineligible after seven years (I: 88).
On motion of Hugh Williamson of North CaroliAa, the Committee
agreed, apparently without debate, to add the clause "and to be removable on impeachment & conviction of real-practice or neglect of
duty." (1:88)
SINOLE EKEOUTIWE

The Committee then returned to the question whether there should
be a single executive. Edmund Randolph argued for a plural executive, primarily because "the permanent temper of the people was adverse to the very semblance of Monarchy." (1:88) (He had said
on June 1, when the question was first discussed, that he regarded a
unity in the executive as "the foetus of monarchy" (1:66)). On June
4, the Committee resumed debate of the issue; with James Wilson
making the major argument in favor of a single executive. The motion
for a single executive, was agreed to, seven states; to three. (I:97).
George Mason of Virginia was absent when the vote was taken; he
returned during debate on giving the executive veto power over legislative acts. In arguing against the executive's appointment and veto
power, he conmnented that the Convention was constituting "a more
dangerous monarchy" than the British government, "an elective
one. (1:101). He never could agree, he said "to give up all the rights
of the people to a single Magistrate. If more than one had been fixed
on, greater powers might have been entrusted to the Executive"; and
lie hoped that the attempt to give such powers would have weight later'
as an argument for a plural executive. (1:102).
On June 13, the Committee of the Whole reported its actions on
Randolph's propositions to the Convention. (I: 228-32) On June 15,
William Patterson of New Jersey l)roposed his plan as an alternative.
Patterson's resolution called for a federal executive elected by Congress, consisting of an unstated number of persons, to serve for an
designated term and to be ineligible for a second term. reinovable
by Congress on application by a majority of the executives of the
states. The major purpose of the Patterson plan was to preserve the
equality of state representation provided in the Articles of Confederation, and it was on this issue that it was rejected. (II :242-45) The Randolph resolutions called for representation on the basis of population
in both houses of the legislature. (I: 229-30) The Patterson resolution
was debated in the Committee of the Whiole on June 16, 18, and 19.
The Committee agreed seven states to three, to re-report Randolph's
resolutions as amended, thereby adhering to them in preference to
Patterson's. (1:322)
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SELECTION OF THPE EXECUTIVE

On July 17, the Convention began debate on Randolph's ninth resolution as amended and reported by the Committee of the Whole. The
consideration by the Convention of the resolution began with unanimous agreement that the executive should consist of a single person.
(II: 29) The Convention then turned to the mode of election. It voted
against election by the people instead of the legislature, proposed by
Gouverneur Morris of Pennsylvania one state to nine. (II: 32) Gouverneur Morris had argued that if the executive were appointed and
impeachable by the legislature, hie willl be the mere creature" of the

legislature (If: 29), a view which James Wilson reiterated, adding

that "it was notorious" that the power of appointment to great offices
"was most corruptly managed of any that had been committed to
legislative bodies." (II: ".2)
Luther Martin of Mlary,)land then proposed that the executive be
chosen by electors appointed by state legislators, which was rejected
eight states to two, and election by the legislature was passed
unanimously. (II: 32)
TEMA OF TIHE EXECUTIVE

The Convention voted six states to four to strike the clause making
the President ineligible for reelection. In support of reeligibility,
Gouverneur Morris argued that ineligibility "tended to destroy the
great motive to good behaviour, the hope "of being rewarded by a
re-appointment. It wa3 saying to him, make hay while the stn shines."
(11:33)
The question of the President's term was then considered. A motion
to strike the seven year term and insert "during good behavior" failed
by a vote of four states to six. (II: 36) In his Journal of the Proceedings, James Madison suggests that the "probable object of this motion
was merely to enforce the argument against re-eligibility of the Executive Magistrate, by holding out a tenure during good behavior as the
alternative for keeping him independent of the Legislature." (II: 33)
After this vote, and a vote not to strike seven years. it. was mmnanimously agreed to reconsider the question of the executive's re-eligibility. (11: 36)
JURISDICTION OF JUDICIARY TO TRY DI PEACIDIENTS

On July 18, the. Convention considered the resolution dealing with
the Judiciar. The mode of appointing judges was debated, George
Mason suggesting that this question "may depend in some degree on
the mode of trying impeachments, of the Executive." If the judges
were. to try the executive, Mason contended, they surely ought not be
appointed by him. Mason opposed executive appointmeinit Gouverneur Morris, who favored it, agreed that it would be improper for the
judges to try an impeachment of the executive, but suggested that tihis
was not an argument against their appointment by the executive.
(II: 41-42) Ultimately, after the Convention divided evenly on a
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proposal for appointment, by the Executive with advice and consent
of the second branch of the legislature, the question was postponed.
(II: 44) The Convention didhowever, unanimously agree to strike
the language giving the judiciary jurisdiction of limnpeachments of
national officers." (I: 46)

BEE.LECTIOX' OF THE EXECUTIVE
On July 19, the Convention again considered tile eligibility of the
executive for reelection. (I1: 51) The debate on this issue reintroduced

the question of the mode of election of the executive, and it was unanimously agreed to reconsider generally the constitution of the executive. Tho-debate suggests the extent of the delegates' concern about
the independence, of the executive from the legislature. Gouverneur
Morris, who favored reeligibility, said:
One great object. of the Executive is to control the Legislature. The Legislature will continually seek to aggrandize &

perpetuate themselves; and will seize those critical moments

produced by war, invasion or convulsion for that purpose.
It, is necessary then that the Executive Magistrate should be
the guardian of the people, even of the lower classes, agst.
Legislative tyranny.... (II: 52)
The ineligibility of the executive for reelection, he argued, "will
destroy the great'inciteinent to merit public esteem by taking away
the hope of being rewarded with a reappointment. . .. It will tempt
him to make the most of the Short space of time allotted him, to accumulate wealth and provide for his friends .... It will produce violations of the very Constitution it is meant to secure," as in moments
of pressing danger an executive will be kept on despite the forms of
the Coiistitution. And Morris described the impeachabilitv of the
executive as "a dangerous part. of the plan. It will hold hinm in such
dependence, that he will be no check on the Legislature, will not
be a.
firm guardian of the people and of the pubic iterest. 1e will be
the tool of a faction, of some leading demagogue in the Legislature."

(11: 53)

Morris proposed a popularly elected executive, serving for a two
year term, eligible, for reelection, and not subject to impeachment. He
did "not regard ... as formidable" the danger of his unimnpeachability:

There must be certain great officers of State; a minister of
finance, of war, of foreign affairs &c. 'rhese he presumes
will exercise their functions in subordination to the Executive, and will be amenable by impeachment to the public
Justice. Without these ministers the Executive can do nothing of consequence. (I1:53-54)
The remarks of other delegates also focused on the relationship between appointment by the legislature and reeligibility, and James Wilson remarked that tihe unanimous sense" seemed tolbe that the executive should not be appointed by the legislature unless lie was ineligible
for a second time. As Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts remarked,
'"[Making the executive eligible for reappointment] would make him
absolutely dependent.." (11:57) Wilson argued for popular election,
and Gerr y for appointment by electors chosen by the state executives
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SELECTION, REELECTION AND TEI0[ OF TIlE EXECUTIVE

Upon reconsidering thle mode of appointment, the Convention voted
six States to three for appointment by electors and eight States to two
that thle electors should be chosen by State legislatures. (The ratio of
electors among fihe States was postponed.) It then voted eight States
to two against the executive's inch ability for a second term. (I1:58)
A seven-year term was rejected thireo States to five; and a six-year
term adopted, nine States to one ?11:58-59).
IMPEACIIM[ENT OP TIHE EXECUTIVE

On July 20, the Convention voted on the number of electors for the
flist election and on the apportionment of electors thereafter. (11:63)
It then turned to the provision for removal of the executive on impeachment and conviction for "mal-practice or neglect of duty." After
debate, it was agreed to retain the impeachment provision, eight states
to two. (II':69) This was the only time during the Convention that the
purpose of impeachment was specifically addressed.
Charles Pinckney of South Carolina and Gouverneur Morris moved
to strike the impeachment clause, Pinckney observing that the executive "[ought not to] be impeachable whilst in office.' (A number of
State constitutions then provided for impeachment of the executive
only after he had left office.) James Wilson and William Davie of
North Carolina. ar-ued that the executive should be impeachable while
in office, Davie commenting:
If he be not impeachable whilst in office, he will spare no
efforts or means whatever to get himself re-elected.
Davie called his impeachability while in office "an essential security
for the good behaviour of the Executive." (1:604)
Gouverneur 'Morris, reiterating his previous argument, contended
that the executive "can do no criminal act withotit Coadjutors who
may be punislhed. In case he should be re-elected, that will be sufficient
proof of his innocence." lie also questioned whether impeachment
would result in suspension of the executive. If it did not, "the mnischief
will go oil"; if it did, "the impeachment will be nearly equivalent to a
displacement, and will render the Executive dependent oni those who
are to impeach." (II:0-65)
As the debate proceeded, however, Gouverneur Morris changed his
mind. During the debate, he admitted "corruption & so5e few other
offenses to be such as ought to be impeachable," but he thought they
should be enumerated andldefined. (II: 65) By the end of the discussion, he was, he said, "now sensible of the necessity of impeachments,
if the Executive was to continue for any time in office." le cited the
possibility that the executive might "ba bribed by a greater interest
to betray his trust." (I1:68) W11hile one would think the King of England well secured against bribery, since "[hje has as it were a fee simple in the whole Kingdom," yet, said Morris, "Charles II was bribed
by Louis XIV. The Executitve ought therefore to be impeachable for
treachery."1 (II: 68-69) Other causes of impeachment were "[c]orrupting his electors" and "incapa6ity," for which "he should be punished not as a man, but as an officer, and punished only by degradation
from his office." Morris concluded: "This Mlagistrate is not flte King
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but the prime-Minister. The people are the King." He added that care
should be taken to provide a mode for making him amenable to justice
that would not make him dependent on the legislature. (II: 69)
George Mason of Virginia was a strong advocate of the impeachability of the executive; no point, he said, "is of more importance than
that the right of impeachment should be continued":
Shall any man be above Justice? Above all shall that man be
above it, who can commit the most extensive injustice? When
great crimes were committed he was for punishing the principal as well as the Coadjutors.
(This comment was in direct response to Gouverneur Morris's original
contention that the executive could "do no criminal act without &oadjutors who may be punished.") Mason went on to say that he favored
election of the executive by the legislature, and that one objection to
electors was the danger of .lheir being corrupted by the candidates.
This, he said, "furnished a.peculiar reason in favor of impeachments
whilst in office. Shall the man who has practised corruption & by that
means procured his appointment in the first instance, be suffered to
escape punishment, by repeating his guilt?" (I1:65)
Benjamin Franklin supported impeachment as "favorable to the
Executive." At a time when first magistrates could not formally be
brought to justice, "where the chief Magistrate rendered himself
obnoxious.... recourse was had to assassination in well. he was not
only deprived of his life but of the opportunity of vindicating his
character." It was best to provide in the Constitution "for the regular
punishment of the Executive when his misconduct should deserve it.
and for his honorable acquittal when ie should be unjustly accused."

(11: 65)

James Madison argued that it was "indispensable that some provision should be made for defending the Community agst the incapacity, negligence or perfidy of the chief Magistrate." A limited term
"was not a sufficient security. He might lose his capacity after his
appointment. lie might pervert his administration into a scheme of
peculation or oppression. He might betray his trust to foreign powers.!a
(II: 65-66) It could not be presumed that all or a majority Of a leeislative body would lose their capacity to discharge their trust or
bribed to betray it, and the difficulty of acting in concert for purposes
of corruption provided a security in their case. But in the case of the
Executive to be administered by one man, "loss of capacity or corruption was more within the compass of probable events, and either of
them might, be fatalto the Republic." (11: 66)
Charles Pinckney reasserted that he did not see the necessity of
inpeachments and that he was sure "they ought not to issue from the
Legislature who would . . . hold them as a rod over the Executive
and by that means effectually destroy his independence," rendering his
legislative revisionary power in particular altogether insignificant.

(11: 66)

Elbridge Gerry argued for impeachment as a deterrent: "A good
magistrate will not fear them. A bad one ought to be kept in fear of
them." He hoped that the maxim that the chief magistrate could do
no wrong "would never be adopted here." (11: 66)
Rufus King argued against impeachment from the principle of the
separation of powers. The judiciary, it was said, would be impeach-
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able, but that. was because they held their place during good behavior
and "[i]t is necessary therefore that a forum should be established for
trying misbehaviour." (I1:06) The executive, like the legislature and
thie Senate in articular, would hold office for a limited term of six
years; "he woMld periodically be tried for his behaviour by his electors,
who would continue or discontinue him in trust according to the manner in which l had discharged it." Like legislators, therefore, "lie
ought to be sul3ect to no intermediate trial, by impeachment." (II: 67)
Impeachment is proper to secure food behavior of those holding their
office for life: it is unnecessary foor any officer who is elected for a
limited term; "the periodical responsibility to the electors being an
equivalent security.' (11:068)
King also suggested that it would be "most agreeable to him" if the
executive's tenure in office were good behaviour; and impeachment
would be appropriate in this case, "provided an independent and effectual forum could be advised." Ile should not be impeachable by the
legislature, for this "would be destructive of his independence and of
the principles of the Constitution." (I1:67)
Edmund Randolph agreed that it was necessary to proceed "wiflt a
cautious hand" and to exclude "as much as possible the influence of the
Legislature from the business." He favored impeachment, however:
The propriety of impeachments was a favorite principle
with him; Guilt wherever found ought to be punisled. The
Executive will have great opportunitys of abusing his power;
particularly in time of war when the military force, and in
some respects the public money will be in his han'ids. Should no
regular punishment be provided, it will be irregularly inflicted
by tumults &insurrections. (II: 67)
Charles Pinckney rejoined that the powers of the Executive "would
be so circumscribed as to render impeachment unnecessary," (11:68)
SELECTION OF THE EXECUTI•VRE

On July 24, the decision to have electors choose the executive was
reconsidered, and the national legislature was again substituted, seven
states to four. (I1:101) It was then moved to reinstate the one-term
limitation, which led to discussion and motions with respect to the
length of his term--eleven years,. fifteen years, twenty years ("the
medium life of princes"--a suggestion possibly meant, according to
Madison's journal. "as a caricature of the previous motions"), and
eight years were offered. (11:102) James Wilson proposed election for
a term of six years by a small number of members of the legislature
selected by lot.' (I1:103) The election of the executive was unanimfiMly
postponed. (11:106) On July 25, the Convention rejected, four states
to seven, a proposal for appointment by the legislature unless the incumbent were reeligible in which case'the choice would be made bv
electors appointed by the state legislatures. (I1:111) It then rejected,
five states to six. Pinckney's proposal for election by thi legislature,
with no person eligible for more than six years in any'twelve. (11:115)
The' debate continued on the 26th, and George Mason suggested reinstituting the original mode of election and term reported by the
Committee of the Whole (appointment by the legislature, a seven-year
term, with no reeligibility for a second term). -(11:118-19) This was
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agreed to, seven states to three. (11:120) The entire resolution on tile
executive was then adopted (six states to three) and referred to a five
member Committee on Detail to prepare a draft Constitution. (I1:121)
PROVISIONS IN TIFF. DRAMr OF AL'OUST 0

The Committee on Detail reported a. draft on August 6. It inchitded
the following provisions with respect to impeachment:
. The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of
mnpeachlment. (Art. IV, see. 6)

[The President] shall have power to grant reprieves and
pardons; but his pardon shall not be pleadable in bar of an
impeachment. . . . lie [The President] shall be removed
from his office on imlpeachment by the. House of Represent-

atives, and conviction in the Suipreme Court, of treason,

bribery, or corruption. (Art. X, see. 2)
The Jurisdiction of the Suprelme Court shall extend . . .
to the trial of impeachments of Officers of the United States.

* . . In cases of impeachment . . . this jurisdiction shall he
original. . . . The Legislature may assign anly part of the

jurisdiction above mentioned (except the trial of the President of the United States) . . . to . . . Inferior Courts ...

(Art. XI, see. 3)

The trial of all criminal offences (except in cases of impeaclhments) shall be in the State where they shall be committedl and shall be by Jury. (Art. XIL sec.*4)

Judgment, in cases of Impeachment. shall not. extend further than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold
and enjoy any office of honour, trust, or profit, under the
Vnited Statesi. But the, party convicted shall, nevertheless be
liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment according to law. (Art. XI, see. 5) (II: 178-79, 185-87)
The draft provided, with respect to tie executive:
The Executive Power of the hnited States shall be vested
in a single person. His stile shall be "The President of the

United States of America;" and his title shall be, "His Excellencv". He shall be elected by ballot by the legislature. He.
shall hold his office duriiig tle term of seven years; but shall
not be elected a second time. (Art. X, see. 1) (IT: 185)
Article IV, section 6 was unanimously agreed to by the Convention
on August 9. (II: 231) On August 22, a.prohibition of bills of attainder and cx post facto laws was voted the first unanimiously and the
second seven states to three. (II: 376) On August 24, the Convention
considered Article X, dealing with the Executive. It unanimously
approved vesting the power in it single person. (II: 401) It rejected,
nine states to two, a. motion for elect ion "1by fihe people" rather than
by the Legislature. (If :402) It then amnended the provision to provide
for "joint ballot" (seven states to four), rejected each state having
one vote (five states to six), and added language requiring a majority
of the votes of the members present for election (ten states to one).
(11:403) Gouverneur Morris proposed election by "Electors to be
chosen by the people Qf the several States," which failed five states
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to six; then a vote on the "abstract question" of selection by electors
failed, the States being evenly divided (four states for, four opposed,
two divided, and Massachusetts absent). (II: 404)
On August; 25, the clause giving the President pardon power was .
unanimously amended so that cases
. of impeachment were exceptedl,
rather than a pardon not being pleadable in bar of impeachment. (II:
419-20)

On August 27, the impeachment provision of Article X was unani-

mously postponed at the instance of Gouverneur Morris, who thought
the Supreme Court an improper tribunal. (II: 427) A proposal to
make judges removable by the Executive on the application of the
Senate and Iouse was rejected, one state to seven. (II: 429)
EXTRADITION: (1,111011 MISDE3MEANOR'

On August 28, the Convention unanimously amended the extradition clause, which referred to any person "charged with treason, felony
or high misdemeanor in any State, who shall flee from justice" to
strike "high misdemeanor" and insert "other crime." The change
was made "in order to comprehend all proper cases: it being doubtful
whether 'high misdemeanor' had not a technical meaning too limited."
(11: 443)
FORUm[ FOR TRIAL OF 13PEACIIME1N1T8

On August 31, those parts of the Constitution that had been postl)oned were referred to a committee with one member from each statethe Coonmittee of Eleven. (II: 473) On September 4, the Committee reported to the Convention. It proposed that the Senate have power
to try all impeachments, with concurrence of two-thirds of the members present required for a person to be convicted. The provisions concerning election of the President and his term in office were essentially
what was finally adopted in the Constitution, except that the Senate
was given the power to choose among the five receiving the most electoral votes if none had a majority. (II: 496-99) The office of Vice
President was created, and it was provided that he should be ex officio
President of the Senate. "except when they sit to try the impeachment of the President, in which case the Chief Justice shall preside."
(11:498) The provision for impeachment of the President was amended to delete "corruption" as a ground for removal, reading:
He shall be removed from his office on impeachment by the
House of Representatives, and conviction by the Senate, for

treason, or bribery... .(I1:499)

The Convention postponed the Committee's provision making the

Senate the tribunal for imlneachments "in order to decide previously
on the mode of electing the President." (11:499)
SELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT

Gouverneur M[orris explained "the reasons of the Committee and
his own" for the mode of election of the President:
The 1st was the danger of intrigue &faction if the applointnt.
should be made by the Legislature. 2 the inconveniency of an
ineligibility required by that mode in order to lessen its evils.
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3 The difficulty of establishing a Court of Impeachments,
other than the Senate which would not be so proper for the
trial nor the other branch for the impeachment of the President, if appointed by the Legislature, 4 No body had appeared to be satisfied with an appointment by the Legislature.
.5.Many were anxious even for an immediate choice by the
peophle-6-the indispensible necessity of making the Executive independent of the Legislature. (11:500)
The "great evil of cabal was avoided" because the electors would vote

at the same time throughout the country at a great distance from each
other: ,tilt would be impossible also to corrupt them." A conclusive
reason, said Gouverneur Morris, for having the Senate the judge of impeachmnents rather than the Supreme Court was that the Court "was to

try the President after the trial of the impeachment." (I1:500) Objec-

tions were made that the Senate would almost always choose the President. Charles Pinckney asserted, "It makes the same body of men
which will in fact electdite President his Judges in case of an impeachment." (11:501) James Wilson and Edmund Randolph suggested that
the eventual selection should be referred to the whole legislature, not
just. the Senate; Gouverneur Morris responded that the Senate was
preferred "because fewer could then, say to the President, you owe
your ail)pointment to us. He thought the President would not depend
so much on the Senate for his re-appointment as on his general good
conduct." (I1:502) Further consideration on the report was postponed
until the following day.
On Sentomhler 5 and 6. a substantial nmiiiber of amnlndments were
proposed. The. most imnortajit. adopted by a vote of ten states to

one, provided that the House. rather than the Senate, should choose
in the event no nrson received a maioritv of the electoral votes, with
the reprecentation from each state having one vote, and a quorum
of two-thirds of the stnteq bein- required. (I1: 527-28) This amendment wasq suDlorted as 'lesseninim the aristocratic influence of the
Senate," in the words of George, Mason. Earlier, James Wilson had
criticized the report of the Committee of Eleven as "having a danaerous te.ndene.v to aristocracy: as throwing a dangerous power into
the hand of thefSenate." who would have, in fact, the appointment
of the President, and 'through his dependence on them the virtual
appointment to other offices (including the judiciary), would make
treaties. and would try all impreachments. "rT]he LeTislative. Executive.& .Tudie.inrv powers are all blended in one branch of the Government. . . . rT11i President will not be the man of the people as lie
ought to he. but.the M1inion of the Senate." (II: 522-23)
ADOPTION OF ((l1IG11

CRI31E8 AND MISDEMEANORS"

On September 8. the Convention considered the clause referring
to impoachlmnint and removal of the President for treason and bribery.

George Mason naked, "Why is the provision restrained to Treason &
bribery only?" Treason as defined by the Constitution, he said, "will

not reach
1
nany great and dangerous offenses.... Attempts to subvert
the Constitution may not be Treason . . ." Not only was treason limited, but it was "the more necessary to extend: the power of impeachments" because bills of attainder were forbidden. Mason moved to add
maladministrationn" after "bribery". (11:550)
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James Madison commented, "So vague a term will be equivalent
to a tenure during pleasure of the Senate," and Mason withdrew "inaladministration" and substituted "high crimes & misdemeanors . . .
agst. the State." This term was adopted, eight states to three. (II:

550)

TRIAL OF M•PEACITMENTS BY THE SENATE

Madison then objected to trial of the President by the Senate and
after discussion moved to strike the provision, stating a preference
for a tribunal of which the Supreme Court forced a part. lie objected
to trial by the Senate, "especially as [the President] was to be impeached by the other branch of the Legislature, and for any act
which might be called a misdemeanor. The President under these
circumstances was made improperly dependent." (II: 551)
Gouverneur Morris (who had said of "maladministration" that it,
would "not be put in force and can do no harm"; an election every
four years would "prevent maladministration" II: 550) argued that
no tribunal other than the Senate could be trusted. The Supreme
Court, he said, "were too few in number and might be warped or
corrupted." Ile was against a dependence of the executive on the
legislature, and considered legislative tyranny the great danger. But,
he argued, "there could be no danger that the Senate would say
untruly on their oaths that the President was guilty of crimes or
facts, especially as in four years he can be turned out." (II: 551)
Charles Pinclkney opposed the Senate as the court of impeachments
because it would make the President too dependent on the legislature.
"If he opposes a favorite law, the two Houses will combine against
him, and under the influence of heat and faction throws him out of
office." Hugh Williamson of North Carolina replied that there was
"more danger of too much,'lenjty than of too much rigour towards
the President," considering the number of respects in which the Senate
was associated with the President. (I: 51)
After Madison's motion to strike out the provision for trial by the
Senate failed, it was unanimously agreed to strike "State" and insert
"United States" after "misdemeanors against." "in order to remove
ambiguity." (11:551) It was then agreed to add: "The vice-President
and other Civil officers of the U.S. shall be removed from office on
impeachment and conviction as aforesaid."
Gouverneur Morris moved to add a requirement that members of the
Senate would be on oath in an impeachment trial, which was agreed
to, and the Convention then voted, nine states to two, to agree to the
clause for trial by the Senate. (11: 552-53)
COMM-ME ON STYLE AND ARRANOM•ENT

A five member Committee on Style and Arrangement was appointed
by ballot to arrange and revise the language of the articles agreed to
by the Convention. (11:553) The Committee reported a draft oil September 12. The Committee, which made numerous changes to shorten
and tighten the'language of the Constitution, had dropped the expression "against the United States" from the description of grounds for
impeachment, so the clause read, "The president, vice-president, and
all civil officers of the United States, shall be removed from office on
impeachment for, and conviction of treason, bribery, or other high
Crimes and Misdemeanors." (IL: 600)
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SUSPENSION UPON IMPEACHMENT

On September 14, John Rutledge and Gouverneur Morris moved
"that persons impeached be suspended from their office until they be
tried and acquitted. (II: 612) Madison objected that the President 'as
already made too dependent on the legislature by the power of ono
branch to try him in consequence of an impeachment by the other.
Suspension he argued, "will put him in the power of one branch only,"
which can at any moment vote a temporary removal of the President
in order "to make way for the functions of another who will be more
favorable to their views." The motion was defeated, three states to
eight. (II: 613).
No further changes were made with respect to the impeachment
provision or the election of the President. On September 15, the Constitution was agreed to, and on September 17 it was signed and the
Convention adjourned. (II: 650)

APPENDIX B
AMERICAN IMPEACIEMENT CA.SEM
1.SENATOR WILLIA3[ BLOUNT (1707-1700)

a. Proceedingsin the House

The House adopted a resolution in 1797 authorizing a select committee to examine a presidential message and accompanying lapers
regarding the conduct of Senator Blount.' The committee reported
and misdea. resolution that Blount "be impeached for high crimes
2

meanors," which was adopted without debate or division.
b.Airtiles of Impet'zwhent
Five articles of impeachment were agreed
3 to by the HIouse without
amendment (except, a "mere verbal one").
Article I charged that Blount, knowing that the United States was
at peace with Spain and that Spain and Great Britain were at war with
each other, "but disregardhig the duties and obligations of his high
station, and designing and intending to disturb the peace and tranquillity of the United-States, and to violate and infringe the neutrality thereof," conspired and contrived to promote a hostile military
expedition against the Spanish possessions of Louisiana and Florida
for the purpose of wresting them from Spain and conquering them
for Great Britain. This was alleged to be "contrary to the duty of his
trust and station as a Senator of the United States, in violation of
the obligations of neutrality, and against the laws of the United States,
and the peace and interests thereof."
Article II charged that Blount knowing of a treaty between the
United States and Spain and "disregarding his high station, and
the stipulations of the ... treaty, and the obligations of neutrality,"
conspired to engage the Creek and Cherokee nations in the expedition
against Louisiana and Florida. This was alleged to be contrary to
Blount's duty of trust and station as a Senator, in violation of the
treaty and of the obligations of neutrality, and against the laws,
peace, and interest of the United States.
Article III alleged that Blount, knowing that the President was empowered by act of Congress to appoint temporary agents to reside
among the Indians in order to secure the continuance of their friendship and that the President had appointed a principal temporary
agent, "in the prosecution of his crimifial designs and of his conspiracies" conspired and contrived to alienate the tribes from the President's agent. and to diminish and impair his influence with the tribes,

"contrary to tlhe duty of his trust and station as a Sentitor and the
peace an~i interests of the United States."
15 ANNALS OF CONO. 440-41 (1707).
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Article IV charged that Blount, knowing that the Congre. s had
made it lawful for the President to establish trading posts with the
Indians and that the President had al)l)ointed all interlm'eter to seirye
as assistant post trader, conspired and contrived to seduce the interl)reter frout his duty and trust and to engage him in the promotion
and execut.inm of Blount's criminal intentions and conspiracies, contrary to the duty of his trust and station as a Senator and against
the laws, treaties, peace and interest of the United States.
Article V charged that Blount, knowing of the boundary line hetween the United States and the Cherokee nation established lw treaty,
in further prosecution of his criminal designs and conspiracies and
the more effectually to accomplish his intention of exciting the Cherokees to commence hostilities against Spain, conspired and contrived to
diminish and impair the confidence of the Cherokee nation in the government Qf the United States and to create discontent and disaffection amomig the Cherokees in relation to the boundary line. This was
alleged to be against Blount's duty and trust as a Senator and against
impeachment was dismissed.
c. Proceedingsin the Senate
Before Blount's impeachment, the Senate had expelled him for "having been guilty of a high misdemeanor, entirely inconsistent with his
public trust and dut( as a Senator." At the trial a plea. was interposepd
on behalf of Bloun.o to the effect that (1) a Senator was not a "civil
officer," (2) having already been expelled, Blount was no longer impeachable, and (3) no crime or misdemeanor in the execution of the
office had been alleged. The Senate voted 14 to 11 that, the plea was
sufficient in law that the Senate ought not to hold jurisdiction." The
impeachmolht was dismissed.
2. DISTRICT JUDOE JOHN PICKERING (1803-1804)

a. Proceedings in the House
A message received f rom the President of the United States, regarding complaints against .Judge Pickering, was referred to a select coinmittee for investigation in 1803.6 A resolution that Pickering be
impeached "of high crimes and misdemeanors" was repolred to the full
House the same year and adopted by a vote of 45 to 8.1
b. Article. of Impeachment
A select committee was appointed to draft articles of impeachmniit.8
The House agreed unanimously and without amendment to the four
articles subsequently reported.' Each article alleged high crimes and
misdemeanors by Pickering in his conduct of an admiralty proceeding
by the United States against a ship and merchandise that allegedly
had been landed withouitthe payment of duties.
Article I charged that Judge Pickering, "not regarding, but with
intent to evade" an act of Congress, had ordered the ship and merchandise delivered to its owner without the production of any certifi4Id.43-44.
Old. 2319 (1799).
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cate that the duty on the ship or the merchandise had been paid or
secured, "contrary to [Pickering's] trust and duty as judge..., and
to the manifest injury of [the] revenue." 10
Artiole II charged that Pickering, "with intent to defeat the just
claims of the United States," refused-to hear the testimony of witnesses
l)roduced on behalf of the United States and, without hearing testiinony, ordered the ship and merchandise restored to the claimant "contrary to his trust and duty, as judge of the said district court, in violation of the laws of the United States, and to the manifest injury of
their revenue." I
Article III charged that Pickering, "disregarding the authority of
the laws, and wickedly meaning and intending to injure the revenues
of the United States, and thereby to impair the public credit., did
absolutely and positively refuse to allow" the appeal of the United
States on the admiralty proceedings, "contrary to his trust and duty
as judge of the said Aistrict court, against the laws of the United
States, to the great injury of the public revenue, and in violation of
the solemn oath which he had taken to administer equal and impartial
justice." is
Article IV charged:
That whereas for the due, faithful, and impartial administration of justice, temperance and sobriety are essential qualities in the character of a judge, yet the said John Pickering,
being a man of loose morals and intemperate habits, . . . did
appear upon the bench of the said court, for the purpose of
administering
justice
[oninthe
same
datesintoxication,
as the conduct
charged
in parties
I-III],
a state
of total
and did then and there frequently, in a most profane and indecent manner invoke the name of the Supreme Being, to the
evil example of all the good citizens of the United States, and
was then and there guilty of other high misdemeanors, disgraceful to his own character as a judge, and degrading
to the honor and dignity of the United States."
c. Proeeedizgs in the SCnate
The Senate convicted Judge Pickering on each of the four articles
by a vote of 19 to 7.14
d. 2lhscellaneou8
The Senate heard evidence on the issue of Judge Pickering's sanity,
but refused by a vote of 19 to 9 to postpone the trial.18
3. JUSTICE AAMUEL ChASE (1804-1805)

a. Proceedings in. the House
In 1804 the House authorized a committee to inquire into the conduct of Supreme Court Justice Chase." On the same day that Judge
Pickering was convicted in the Senate, the House adopted by a vote of
I1Id. 319.
1 Id. 820-21.
U Id. 321-22.
I Id. 822.
It Id. 380-67.
u Id. 362-08.
"JId. 875.
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73 to 32, a resolution reported by tile committee that Chase be impeached of "high crimes and misdemeanors."
b. Arfele8 of Ilipeahiinent
After voting separately on each, the House adopted eight articles."s
Article I charged that, "unmin'l
ful of the solemn duties of his office,
and contrary to the sacred obligation by which he stood bound to discharge then 'faithfully and impartially, and without respect to persons' [a quotation fron the judicial oath prescribed by statute],"
Chase, in presiding over a treason trial in 1800, "did, in'his judicial
capacity, conduct himself in a manner highly arbitrary, oppressive
and unjust" by
.
(1) delivernig a written opinion on the applicable legal definition
of treason before the defendant's counsel had been heard:
(2) preventing counsel from citing certain English cases and U.S.
statutes; and
(3) depriving the defendant of his constitutional privilege to argue
the law to the ury and "endeavoring to wrest from the jury their
indisputable right to hear argument and determine upon the question
of law, as well as the question of fact" in reaching their verdict.
In consequence of this "irregular conduct" by Chase, the defendant
was deprived of his Sixth Amendment rights "and was condemned to
death without having been represented by counsel "to the disgrace of
the character of the American bench, in manifest violation of law and
justice, and in open contempt of the rights of juries, on which ultimately, rest the liberty and safety of the people." 19
Article II charged that, "prompted by a similar spirit of persecution and injustice," Chase had presided over a trial in 1800 involving
a violation of the Sedition Act of 1798 (for defamation of the President., and, "with intent to oppress and procure the conviction" of
the defendant, allowed an individual to serve on the jury who wished
to be. excused because he had made up his mind as to whether the publication involved was libelous.)
Article III charged that., "with intent to oppress and procure the
conviction" of the defendant in the Sedition Act prosecution, Chn.se
refused to r'rmit a witness for the defendant to testify "on pretense
that the said witness could not prove the truth of the whole of one of
the charges contained in the indictment, although the said charge embraced more than one fact." 21
A.rtfiele IT" charged that Chase's Conduct throughout the trial was
marked by maiuifest injustice, partihity, and intemperance":
(1) in compelling defendant's counsel to reduce to writing for
the court's inspection the questions they wished to ask the witness
referred to in article III;
(2) in refusing to postpone the trial although an affidavit. had
been filed stating the absence of material witnesses on behalf of
the defendant;
(3) in using unusual 2 rude and contemptuous expressions" to
defendant's counsel and in "falsely insinuating" that they wished
it Id. 1180.
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to excite public fears and indignation and "to produce that insubordination to law to which the conduct of the judge did, at tile
same time, manifestly tend";
(4) in "repeated and vexatious interruptions of defendant's
counsel, whiell, induced them to withdraw from the t-se "; and
(5) in manifesting "an indecent solicitude" for the d(efendfnts
conviction, "unbecoming even a public prosecutor, but highly disgraceful 'to the character of a judge, as it was subversive of justice." 2
Article V charged that Chase had issued a bench warrant rather
than a summons in the libel case, contrary to law.23
Article VI charged that Chase refuied a continuance of the libel

trial to the next term of court, contrary to law and 'with intent to
oppress antd procure the conviction" of the defendant."
Article VII charged that Chase, "disregarding the duties of his office, did descend from the diglnity of a judge and stool) to the level of
an informer" by refusing to discharge a grand jury and bk' charging
it to investigate a printer for sedition, with intention to pel'ocure the
prosecution of the printer, "thereby degrading his high judicial finctions and tending to impair the public confidence in. and respect for,
the tribunals of justice, so essential to the general welfare." 21
Article VII charged that Chase. "disregarling the duties and dignity.of his judicial ci aacter," (lid "pervert his official right and duty
to address" a grand jury by delivering "an intemperate and inflammatory, political harangue with intent to excite the fears and resentment" of the grand jury and the people of Maryland against their
state government and constitution, "a conduct highly censurable in
any, but peculiarly indecent and unbecon~ing" in a Justice of the Supreme Court.. This article also charged that Ohase endeavored "to
excite tile odium" of the grand jlury and tile people of Maryland
against the government of thie United States "by delivering opinions,
which, even if the judicial authority were competent to their expression, on a suitable occasion and in a proper manner, were at that time,
and as delivered by hin, highly indecent, extra-judicial, and tending
to prostitute the Wilgh judicial character with which he was invested, to
the low purpose of an electioneering partisan." "10
c. Proceeding8in the Senate
Justice Chase was acquitted on each article by votes ranging from
0-34 not guilty on Article V to 19-15 guilty on Article VIII.'
4. DISTRICT JUDGE JAMES II. PECK (1830-1831)

a. Proeeedinigsin the Hiouse
The House adopted a resolution in 1830 authorizing an inquiry re-

specting District Judge Peck." The Judiciary Committee reported

a resolution that Peck "be impeached of high misdemeanobrs in office"
to the House, which adopted it by a vote of 123 to 49.2
1L4. 729-80.
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b. A Htid of Impeachmeant
After the House voted in favor of impeachment, a committee was
appointed to prepare articles. The single article proposed and fuially
adopted by the House charged that Peck, "uninhndful of the solemn
duties of his station." and "with interest in wrongfully and unjustly
to oppress, imprison, and otherwise injure" an attorney who had published a newspaper article criticizing one of the judges opinions, had
brought the attorney before the court and, under "the color and protences" of a contempt proceeding had caused the attorney to be inprisoned briefly and suspended from practice for eighteen months.
Trhe House charged that Peck's conduct resulted in "the great disparagement of public justice, the abuse of judicial authority, and ...
the subversion of the liberties of the people of the United States." 30
c. Proceeding8in the Senate
The trial in the Senate focused on two issues. One issue was whether
Peck, by punishing the attorney for writing a newspaper article, had
Oxceede'd the limits of judicial contempt power under Section 17 of
the Judiciary Act of 1789. The other contested issue was the requirement of proving wrongful intent.
Judge Peek was acquitted on the single article with twenty-one SonMors voting in favor of conviction and twenty-two Senators against.31
5. DISTRICT JUDGE WEST It. HUMPIIREYS (1862)

a. Proceedingsin the House
A resolution authorizing an inquiry by the Judiciary Committee
respecting D)istrict Judge Hum phreys was adopted in 1862.32 Humphreys was subsequently impeached at the recommendation of the investigating committee.8 8
b. Article of Impeachment
Soon after the adoption of the impeachment resolution, seven articles
3
of impeachment were agreed to by the House without debate. 4
Article ] charged that in disregard of his "duties as a citizen .
and unmindful of the duties of his . . . office" as a judge, HIumphi'ys endeavorede] by public speech to incite revolt and rebellion"
against the United States; and publicly declared that the people of
'I nnessee had the right to absolve themselves of allegiance to the
United States.
Article II charged that, disregarding his duties as a citizen, his
obligations as a judge, and the "good behavior" clause of the Constitution, .Humphreys advocated and agreed to Tennessee's ordinance
of secession.
Artile III charged that Humphreys organized armed rebellion
against the United States and waged war against them.
Article IV charged Humphreys with conspiracy to violate a civil
war statute that made it a criminal offense "to oppose by force the
authority of the Government of the United States."

6Id.

869. For text of article, see H.R. Jou., 21st Cong., lst Sen.. 591-96 (1880).
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Article V charged that. with intent to prevent. the administration
of the laws of thie United States and to overthrow the authority of the
United States, Humphreys had failed to perfornI his federal judicial
duties for nearly a year.
., rule, VI alleged that Judlge Iluiimiiiuys had continued to hold
court in his state, calling it, thie district coutI of the.Confederate States
of America. Article VI was divided into three specifications, related to
fumlplreys' acts while sitting as a Confederate judge. The first specification charged that IHumphreys endeavored to coerce a Union supporter to swear allegiance to the Confederacy. The secondcharged
that he ordered the. confiscation of private property on behalf of the
Confederacy. The third charged that he jailed Union sympathizers
who resistedi tile Confederacy.
.
1til6
VII charged that while sitting as a Confederate judge, Humphre'ys unlawfully arrested and imprisoned a Union supporter.
e. Proceedings in. the Senate
ltumpihroys could not be personally served with the impeachment
summons because hle had fled 11n0on tei'ritory.V He
l neither appeared at
the trial nor contested the charges.
The Senate convicted Humphreys of all charges except the confiscation of property oil behalf of the Confederacy, which several Senators stated had not been properly provedl.3 The vote ranged from
.38-0 guilty on Articles I and I1V to 11-24 not guilty on specification
two of Article VI.
0. PRESIDENT ANDREW JOINNSON (1807-1808)

a. Proceedihgs in the, House
The House adopted a resolution in 1867 authorizing the Judiciary
Committee to inquire into the conduct. of President Johnson1.3 A majority of the committee recommended impleachment,"1 but the IIlouso
votedl against the resolution, 108 to A7.39 In 1808, however, the House
authorized an inquiry by the Committee on Reconstruction. which
reported an imlpeachmlient. resolution after President Johnson had removed Secretary of War Stanton from office. The House voted to impeach, 128-47.10
b. Artile8 of Impeachment
Nine of the eleven articles drawn by a select committee and adopted
by the House related solely to the President's removal of Stanton. Thi,
removal allegedly violated the recently enacted Tenum of Office Act,"
which also categorized it as a "high misdemeanorr"14
TheI House voted on each of the first nine articles separately; the
tenth and eleventh articles were adopted the following day.
Article I charged that Johnson,
unmindfulf of the high duties of his office, of his oath of office,
and of the requirement of the Constitution that he should
Id. 2617.
ld. 2090.
GLOnE, 30th Cong., 2d Sess. 320-21 (1867).
H.R. RrP. No. 7, 40th Conic let Ses. 59 (1867).
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take care that the laws be faithfully executed, did unlawfully
and in violation of the Constitut-ion and laws of the United
States, issue an order in writing for the removal of Edwin M.
Stanton.
Article I concluded that President Johnson had committed " a high
misdemeanor in office." ,1
Artices II and III characterized the President's conduct in the same
terms but charged him with the allegedly unlawful appointment of
Stanton's replacement.
Article 11 charged that Johnson, with intent, unlawfully conspired
with the replacement for Stanton and Members of the House of Representatives to "hinder and pIreient" Stanton from holding his office.
Article 1V. a variation of the preceding article, charged a conspiracy
to prevent the execution of the Tenure of Office Act, in addition to a
conspiracy to prevent Stanton from holding his office.
Artile"VI charged Johnson with conspiring with Stanton's designated replacement, "by force to seize, take and possess" government
property, in Stanton's possession, in violation of both an "act to define
and pilnish certain conspiracies" and the Tenure of Office Act.
Artile VII charged the same offense, but as a violation of the
Tenure of Office Act only.
Article VIII alleged that Johnson, by appointing a new Secretary
of War, had, "with intent unlawfully to control the disbursements of
the moneys appropriated for the military service and for the Department of War," violated the provisions of the Tenure of Office Act.
A ticle IX charged that Johnson, in his role as Commander in Chief,
had instructed the General in charge of the military forces in Washington .that part of the Tenure of Office Act was unconstitutional,
with intent to induce the General, in his official capacity as commander
of the Department of Washington, to prevent the execution of the
Tenure of Office Act.
Article X. which was adopted by amendment after the first nine
articles, alleged that Johnson,
unmindful of the high duties of his office and the dignity
and proprieties thereof,
designing and intending to set
aside the rightful authority and powers of Congress, did attempt to bring into disgrace, ridicule, hatred, contempt, and
reproach. the Congress of the United States, [and] to impair
and destroy the regard and respect of all good peoIple . . .
for the Congress and legislative power thereof ...
by making "certain intemperate, inflammatory, and scandalous harangues." In addition, the same speeches were alleged to have brought
the high office of the President into "contempt, ridicule, and disgrace,
to the great scandal of all good citizens."$
Article XI combined the conduct charged in Article X and the nine
other articles to allege that Johnson had attempted to prevent the
execution of both the Tenure of Office Act and an act relating to army
appropriations by unlawfully devising and contriving means by which
he could remove Stanton from Office.
"For text of articles, see Co.. GzoBn, 40th Cong., 2d Seas. 1603-18, 1042 (1808).
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c. Proceedlhujs t the Sainte
The Senate voted only on Articles II, III, and XI, and President
Johnson was acquitted on each. 35 guilty-19 not guilty, one vote short
of the two-thirds required to convict."
d. Miscellanteous
All of the articles relating to the dismissal of Stanton alleged indictable offenses. Article X did not allege an indictable offense, biut this
article was never voted on by the Senate.
7. DISTRIOT JUDGE MARK It. DELA11AY (1873)

a. Proceedings it the House
A resolution authorizing an inquiry by the Judiciary Committee
respecting District Judge Delahay was adopted by the House in 1872.45
In 1873 the committee proposed a resolution of impeachment for "high
crimes and misdemeanors in office," which the House" adopted.
b. 8ubsequot Proceedings
Delahay resigned before articles of impeachment were prepared,
and the matter was not pursued further by the House. The charge
against him had been described in the House as follows:
The most grevious charge, and that which is beyond all
question, was that his personal habits unfitted him" for the
he was intoxicated off the bench as well
judicial office, that
4
as on the bench. 1
8. SECRETARY OF WAR WILLIAm W. BELKNAP (1876)

a. Proceedings in the House
In 1876 the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department4I
unanimously recommeaw~id impeachinent of Secretary Belknap "for
high crimes and misder.meanors4 while in office," and the House unanimously adopted the resolution 9
b. Articles of Impezehment
Five articles of impeachment were drafted by the Judiciary Committee10 and adopted by the House, all relating to Belknap's allegedly
corrupt appointment of a military post trader. The House 5agreed to
the articles as %&group without voting separately on each. F
A•ticlh I charged Belkn.ap with "higcrimes and misdemeanors in
office" for unlawfully receiving sunms of money, in 52consideration for the
appointment, made 'by him as Secretary of ar.
Article II charged belknap with a "high misdemeanor in office" for
money in
w illfully, corruptly, and uiflawfully" ta-king and receiving
5
return for the continued maintenance of the post trader. 1
Article III charged that Belknap was "criminally disregarding his
duty as Secretary of War, and basely prostituting his high office to
"Coxa. MLOBE Supp., 40th Cong., 2d Sess. 415 (1868).
" CONG. GLOB, 424 Cong., 2d Sess, 1808 (1872).
SCOWo. GLOBs, 42d Cong., 3d Sess. 1900 (1878).
4IId.
"The Committee was authorized to investigate the Department of the Army generally.
13 Co~o. Rze. 414 (1876).
" 14 CONO. Rue. 1426-83 (1876).
90 15 CoNe. Rze. 2081-82 (1878).
st Id. 2160.
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hii

lust for private gainl," when he "unlawfully" and Corruptly" coll-

tinued his appointee in office, "to the great. injury and damage of the

officers and soldiers of the United States" stationed at tile military
post. The maintenance of the trader was also alleged to he againstt
public policy, and to the great disgrace and detriment of the public
service,. 15

Article IV alleged seventeen separate specifications relating to Belknap's appointment and continuance in office of the post trader."
Article, V enumerated the instances in which Belknap or his wife
had corruptly received "(divert large sums of money." ,1
e. Proceedingsin the ,ghnate
Tihe Senate failed to convict Belknap on. any of tie articles, with
votes on the articles ranging from 35 guilty--25 not guilty to 37
guilty--25 not guilty."'
d. Miscellaneous

In the Senate trial, it was argued that beeause Belkna had resigned
prior to his impeachment the case should be dropped. Tihe Senate,
by a vote of 37 to 29, decided that Belknap was amenable. to trial by
imipeachnent.53 Twenty-two of the Senator voting not guilty on each
article, nevertheless indicated that in their view the Senate had no

jurisdiction.59

0. DISTRICT JUDOG

ChIARLES SWAYNE (1003-1005)

a. Proeeeding8in the Jlowe

The House adopted a resolution in 1903 directing an investigation
by thle Judiciary Committee of District Judge Swayne.60 The coininittee held hearings during the next year. and reported a resolution
that Swa3'ne be impeached "of high crimiies and misdemeanors" in
late 1904.il The House agreed to the resolution unaiiimously.
b. Articles of Impeachment
After the vote to impeach, thirteen articles were drafted and approved by the House in 1905.62 However, only the first twelve articles
were presented to the Senate.63
Article I charged that Swayne had knowingly filed a false certificate
and claim for travel expenses while serving as a visiting judge, "whereby he has been guiilty of a high crime and misdemeanor in said office."
Artiles II and III charged that Swayne, having claimed and received excels travel reimbursement for ot4er trips, had "misbehaved
.himself and was'and is guilty of a high crime, to wit, the crime of obtaining money from the United States by a false pretense, and of a
high misdemeanor in office."
Article IV and V charged that Swayne, having appropriated a pri-

vato railroad car that was under the custody of a receiver of his court
Id.
Id.
I4d. 2160.
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and used the car, its provisions, and a porter without making compensation to the railroad. "was and is guilty of an abuse of judicial
power and of a high misdemeanor in office."
Article8 VI and1VII charged that for periods of six years and nine
years, Judge Swayne had n6t been a bona fide resident'of his judicial
district, in violation of a statute requiring every federal judge to reside
in his judicial district. The statute )rovid-ed that "for offending against
this provision [the judge] shall be deemed guilty of a higlh miisdemeanor." The articles charged that Swiayne "willfully and knowingly
violated" this law and "was and is guilty of a ligh' misdemeanor in
ollice."
Ailtiles VIII, IX, X, XI and XII charged that Swayne improperly
imprisoned two attorneys and a litigant for contempt of court. Articles
VII[ and X alleged that the imprisonnient of the attorneys was done
"maliciously and unlawfully" and Articles IX and XI charged that
these imprisonments were done "knowingly and unlawfully.' Article
XI charged that the private person was imprisoned "unlawfully and
knowingly." Each of these five articles concluded by charging that by
so acting, Swayne had "misbehaved himself in his office as judge and
was and is guilty of an abuse of judicial power and a high misdemeanor
in office."
e. P1'oeeedingsin the Senate

A majority of the Senate voted acquittal on all articles."
10. CIRCUIT JtUMP. ROBETRT W.ARCHIIALD (1912-1918)

o. proceedingsin. the H10ouse
The House authorized an investigation by the Juhdiciary Committee on Circuit Judge Arlchbald of tie Commerce Court in 1912.15 The
Committee unanimously reported a resolution that Archbald be iml)eaehed for "niisbehavior and for high erhiues and misdemeanors."
and the House adopted the resolution, 223 to 1."(
h. A rtice8 of Jmpea(hment
Thirteen Articles of im peachinment were presented and adopted
simultaneously with the resolution for impeachment.
Article I charged that Archbald "willfully, unlawfully, and corruptly took advantage of his official position : . . to induce and influence the officials" of a, company wiflt litigation pending before his
court to enter into a contract with Archbald and his business partner
to sell them assets of a subsidiary company. Tie contract was allegedly
profitable to Archbald.1Y
Article II also charged Archbald with "willfully, unlawfully, and
corruptly" using his position as judge to inflfience a litigant then
before tie Interstate Commerce Comnmissimn (who on. appeal would
be before the Conimerce Court) to settle'lthe case and purchase stock.68
Artide III charged Archbald with using his official position to obtain a leasing agreement from-a party with suits pending in the Commerco Court.69
" Id. 8407-72.
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lF alleged "gross anod improper conduct" in that AirChbalhl
Artideh
had (ill another suit pending in tile Commerce Court) "secretly,
exwrongfully, and unlawfully"irequested an attorney to obtain an suband
ease.
the
in
planation of certain testimony from a witness
sequently requested argument. in support of certain contentions from
the same attorney, all "without the knowledge or consent." of the opPosing

plt yTc.

Artirle 17 ellarged Archbald with acceptiing "a gift, rewal'rd or p'esePt" from a person for whom Archbald had attempted to gain a favorable leasing agreement, with a potential litigant in Archbald's
Collurt.",
Alrtirle 1'7 again charged improper use of Areihbald's influence as a
judge. this time with respect. to it purchase of an interest, in land.
Atrteiles VII through XII referred to.Archbald's conduct, during his
tenure as district. court, judge. These articles alleged improper an1 in.becoming condilet constituting "mlisbehaviol," and "gross mi|lsconduet."
from the misuse of his position as judge to influence
in office stemming
litigants before his court. resulting in personal gain to Arclhhald. lIe
was also charged with accepting a "large sum1n of money" from people
likely "to Ih interested in litigation" in his court, and such conduct
was alleged to "bring his ... office of district, judge into disreputl'."2
was also charged with accepting money contributedd ... by
Arc'hbald
vai'ious attorneys who were practitioners in the said court"; and apan attorney whom he
pointing and maintaining as jury commissioner 13
litigant. both as (listrict court
a potential conduct
counsel forAm'chlhalds
general
to'beXIII
knew
s~ummarized
Article
judge and cominerce court, judge. clharving fliat. Arch!bald hIad used
lind
and charging
credit,"
to obtain
wrongfullyy
offices
these
agreeand he
contractsthat.
and (diverse
"various
office to affect.
latter
used the
hidden interests in said
ments," in return for which he had received
4
propertieS.1
and
agreements.
contracts.
e. Proceedingqsin the S•enate
The Senate found Archbald guilty of the charges in five of the
was rethe catch-all
articles,
thirteen
future office."'
holding anyArehbald
f romn thir'teenth.
and disqualified
officeincluding
moved from
11. DT8S7hR1'

JUDGlE GEORGE W. ErNGItsH (1923-1020)

in the House
Proceedings
a. The,
h-ouse adopted a resolution in 19q25 dlreetin• an in.quiry into
the official condi'ot of District. Judge Enhlish. A subcommittee 'of the
19125 and reeommendd,
Judiciary
impeachreported an impenelaJu~diciaryin Committee
theevidence
M~arch 1926.took
mneat.70 In Comiiittee
ment resolution and five articles of impeachmeilt.11 The Hiouse, adopted
the impeachment resolution aid the articles by a vote of .100 to 61.1",
I d. 8000.
Id.
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Judge English resigned six days before the date set for trial in tile
Senate. Thle house Managers stated that the resignation in no way
affected the right of tile Senate to try the charges, but recomme,.ded
that the impeachment proceedings be discontinued.10 The recominendation was accepted by the House, 290 to 23.80
b. Arftiles of Impeachment

Article I charged that Judge English "did on divers and various
occasions so abuse the powers of his' hgh office that he is hereby
charged with tyranny and oppression, Whereby hie has hrioght the
administration of justice in [his] court . . . into disrepute, and . .
is guilty of misbehavior falling under the constitutional provision as
ground for impeachnment and removal from office." The article alleged
that the judge had "willfully, tyrannically, oppressively and unlawfully", disbarred lawyers practicing before him, summoned state and
local officials to hls court in an imaginary case and deniounced them
with profane language, and without siileient cause situnmoned two
newspapermen to his court and threatened them with imprisonment.
It was also alleged that Judge English stated in open court that if lie
instructed a.jury that a man was guilty and they did not find him
guilty, lie would send the jurors to jail.
ArAticle II charged that Judge English knowingly entered into an
"unlawful and improper combination" with a referee in bankruptcy,
appointed by him, to control bankruptcy proceedings in his district for the benefit and profit of the judge and his relatives and
friends, and amended the bankruptcy rules of his court to enlarge the
authority of the bankruptcy receiver, with a view to his own benefit.
Article III charged that Judge English "corruptly extended favoritism in diverse matters," "withIi the intent to corruptly prefer"' the
referee in bankruptcy, to whom
English was alleged to be "under great
obligations, financial and otherwise."
Article IV charged that Judge English ordered bankruptcy funds
within the jurisdiction of his court to be deposited in banks of which lie
was a stockholder, director and depositor, and that the judge entered
into an agreement with each bank to designate the bank a del)ository
of interest-fr ee bankruptcy funds if the bank would employ tlie judge's
son as a cashier. These actions were stated to have been takent "l'with
the
wrongful and unlawful intefit to use the influionce of his . .. office as
judge for the personal profit of himself" and his family aid friends.
Article T7 alleged that Judge English's treatment of members of the
bar and conduct in his court during his tenure had been oppressive to
both members of the bar and their clients and had deprived the clients
of their rights to be protected in liberty and property. It also alleged
that Judge English "at diverse times and places, while acting as such
judge, did disregard the authority of the laws, and . did refuse to
allow ... the benefit of trial by juriy, contrary to his.. trust and duty
as judge of said district court, against the laws of the United States
and in violation of the solemn oath which lie had taken to adminiister
equal and impartial justice." JUdge English's condilet in malking decisions and orders was alleged to be such "as to excite fear and distrtst
and to inspire a widespread belief, in and beyond his judicial district
ei
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. . . that causes were not decided in said court according to their
merits," "[a]ll to the scandal and disrepute" of his court and the administration of justice in it. This "course of conduct" was alleged to be
"misbehavior" and "a misdemeanor in office."
c. Proceedingsin the Senate
The Senate, being informed by the ,Managers for the House that tile
House desired to discontinue thie proceedings in view of the resignation
of Judge English, approved a resolution dismissing the proceedings
by a vote of T0 to 9."1
12. DISTRICT JUDtGE HIAIROLI) LOUOUF.IBACK (1032-1033)
(t. P'roeedilngsin the. House

A resolution directing an inquiry into the official conduct of District
Jud(re Louderback was adopted by the House, in 1932. A subcommittee
of tie Judiciarv Cominittee took evidence. The full Judiciary Coinmittee submitted a report in 19323. inl]iding a resolution that the evidence did not~warrant inml)eachment, and a brief censure 2of the Judge
for conduct prejudicial to the dignity of thieJudiciary.1 A minority
consisting of five Members recomnmended impeachment and moved five
8 The five articles
articles of impeachment f romn the floor of the House."
were adopted as a group by a vote of 183 to 143.84
b. Articles of Impeachment
Article I charged that. Louderback "did . . . so abuse the power
of his high office, that hle is hereby charged with tyranny and oppression, favoritism and conspiracy, whereby he has brought the administration of justice in the court of which he is a judge into disrepute,
and by his conduct is guilty of misbehav.ior." It alleged that Louderback used "his office and power of district judge in his own personal
interest" by causing an attorney to be appointed as a receiver in bankruptcy at the demand of a person to whom Louderback was under
financial obligation. It was further alleged that the attorney
had received largee and exorbitant fees" for his services; and that these fees
had been. passed on to the person whom Louderback was to reimburse
for bills incurred on Louderback's behalf.
Article II charged that Louderback had allowed excessive fees to a
receiver and an attorney, described as his "personal and political
friends and associates," and had unlawfully made an order conditional
upon the agreement. of the parties not to appeal from the allowance of
fees. This was described as "a course of improper and unlawful
conduct as a Judge." It was further alleged that Louderback "did not
give his fair, impartial, and judicial consideration" to certain objections; and that he "was and is guilty of a course of conduct oppressive
and'unjudicial."-Article III charged the knowing appointih•fit of an unqualified person as a receiver, resulting in disadvantage to litigants in his court.
Article IV charged that "misusing the powers of his judical office
for the sole purpose of enriching" the unqualified receiver mentioned
in Article III, Louderback failed to give "fair, impartial, and judicial
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consideration" to an application to discharge the receiver; that "sitting
in a part of the court to which he had not been assigned at the time,
he took jurisdiction of a case although knowing that the facts and
law compelled dismissal; and that this conduct was "filled with
partiality and favoritism" and constituted "misbehavior" and a "misdemeanor in office."
Artice V, as amended, charged that "the reasonable and probable
result" of Louderback's actions alleged in the previous articles "has
been to create a general condition of widespread fear and distrust and
disbelief in the fairness and disinterestedness" of his official actions.
It further alleged that the "general and agg-regate result" of the con-

duct had been to destroy confidence in Louierback's court, "which for
a Federal judge to destroy is a crime and misdemeanor of the highest
order." 8

c. Proceedingsin the Senatc
A motion by counsel for Judge Louderback to make the original
Article V more definite was consented to by the Managers for the
House, resulting in the amendment of that Article.66
Some Senators who had not heard fill the testimony felt unqualified
to vote upon Articles I through IV. but capable of voting on Article
V, the omnibus or "catchall" article.87
Judge Louderback was acquitted on each of the first four articles,
the closest vote being on Article I (34 guilty, 42 not guilty). He
was then acquitted on Article V, the vote being 45 guilty. 34 not
guilty-short of the two-thirds majority required'for conviction.
13. DTSTRTCT JUDGE ITAISTED L. RITTER (1933-1930)
a. Proceedingsin.the 11ou8e

A resolution directing an inquiry into the official conduct of District Judge Ritter was adopted by the House in 1933.88 A subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee took evidence in 1933 and 1934.
A resolution that Ritter "be impeached for misbehavior, and for high
crimes and misdemeanors," and recommii6ending the adoption of four
articles of impeachment, was reported to the full House in 1936. and
adopted by a vote of 181 to 146.89 Before trial in the Senate, the House

approved a resolution submitted by the House Managers, replacing
the fourth original articles with seven amended ones, some charging
new offenses.' 0

b. Article8 of Impeachmnent
Ar'ticle I charged Ritter with "misbehavior" and "a high crimlie and
misdemeanior in office." in fixing an exorbitant attorney's fee to be paid
to Ritter's former law partner, in disregard of the "restraint of propriety ... arid ... danger of embarrassment": and in "corruptly and
mulawvfully" accepting cash payments froin the attorney at the time
the fee was paid.
Article II charged that Ritter, with otlihrs, entered into an "ari angement" whose purpose was to ensure that bankruptcy property
83
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would continue in litigation before Ritter's court. Rulings by Ritter
were alleged to have "made effective the champertous undertaking"
of others, but Ritter was not himself explicitly charged with the crime
of champerty or related criminal offenses. Article II also repeated
the allegations of corrupt and unlawful receipt of funds and alleged
that Judge Ritter "profited personally" from the "excessive and unwarranted" fees. that he had received a free room at a hotel in receivership in his court, and that he "wilfullv failed and neglected to perform his duty to conserve the assets" of the hotel.
Article Ill, as amended, charged Bitter with the practice of law
while on the bench, in violation of the Judicial Code. Bitter was
alleged to have solicited and received money from a corporate client
of his o0l law firm. The client allegedly had large property interests
within the territorial jurisdiction of Rtitter's court. These acts were
described as "calculated to bring his office into disrepute," anil as a
"high crime and misdemeanor."
Article IV. added by the Managers of the House, also charged practice of law while on thle bench. in violation of the Judicial Code.
Article8 V and VI, also added by the Managers. alleged that Ritter
had violated the Revenue Act of 1928 by willfully failing to report
and pay tax on certain income received by him--primarily the sums
described in Articles I through IV. Eacl failure was described as a
"high misdemeanor in office."
Article 1I1 formerr Article IV amended) charged that Bitter
was guilty of misbehavior and high crimes and misdemeanors in office
because "the reasonable and probable consequence of [his] actions
or conduct . . . as an individual or . . judge, is to bring his court
into scandal and disrepute." to the .)1"ejudice of his court and public
confidence in the administration of justice in it, and to "the prejudice
of public respect for and confidence in the Federal judiciary." render'ing him "unfit to continue to serve as such judge." There followed
four specifications of the "actions or conduct referred to. Tihe first
two were laterdropped by the MIanagers at the outset of the Senate
trial; the third referred to Bitter's acceptance (not alleged to be corrupt or unlawful) of fees and gratuities from persons with large
property interests within his territorial jurisdiction. The fourth, 'or
omnibus, specifitittion was to "his conduct as detailed in Articles I,
II, III and IV hereof, and by his income-tax evasions as set forth in
Articles V and VI hereof."
Before the amendment of Article VII by the Maitagers, the omnibus clause had referred only to Articles I an1d II, and not to tile crimninal allegations about practice of law and income tax evasion.
e.Proceedingsin the Senate
-Judge Ritter was acquitted on each of the first six articles, the guilty
vote on Article I falling one vote short of the two-thirds needed to
convict. lie was then convicted on Article VII-the two specifications

of that Article not being separately voted upon-by a single Vote, 56
to 2 8.11 A poifit of order was raised that the conviction under Article
VII was improper because on the acquittals on the substaiitive charges
of Articles I through VI. The point Of order was overruled by the
Chair. the Chair stating. "A point of order is made as to Article VII
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in which the respondent is charged with general misbehavior. It is
a separate charge from any other charge." "2
d. Aihscellaueous
After conviction, Judge Ritter collaterally attacked the validity
of the Senate proceedings by bringing in the Court of Claims an action to re-cover his salary. 'The Court of Claims dismissed the suit on
tho ground that no judicial court of the United States has authority to
review the action of the Senate in an impeachment trial.93
" Id. 038.
a Rltter v. United States, 84 Ct. C1. 293. 300, cert denled, 800 U.S. 668 (1936).

APPENDIX C
SECONDARY SOURCES ON TIlE Cn1IMINALITY ISSUE

Thie Association of the Bar of the City of New York, The Law of
l'residenfial Impeachment and ReTn'ozal (19174). The study con-

eludes that impeachment is not limited to criminal offenses but extends to conduct. undermining governmental integrity.
Bayard, James, A Brief Exposition of the Oonstitutionof the United
hState8, (Ilogan & Ihompson,, Philndelphia, (1833). A treatise 6h
American constitutional law concluding that ordinary legal forms
ought not to govern the impeachment process.
Berger, Raoul, Impeachment: The
U onstitufonalProblems, (Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, 1973). A critical historical survey of

English and Americatn
precedents concluding that criminality is
not a requirement for impeachment.
Bestor, Arthur, "Book Review, Berger. Impeachment: The Oonstitutional Problems," 49 Wash. L. 1?er. 225 (1973). A review concluding
that the, thrust of impeachment in English history and as viewed
by the framers was to reach political conduct injui.ious to the coinmon1weath, whether or not the conduct was criminal.
Boutwell, George, The Constitution of the United States at the End of
the First Centurmy. (D. C. Heeath & Co.. Boston, 1895). A discussion

of the Constitution's meaning after a century's use, concluding that
impeachment had not. been confined to criminal offenses.

Brant. Irving, Impeaehment: Trials do Errors. (Alfred Knopf, New
York, 1972). A descriptive history of American impeachment proceedings, which concludes that thie Constitution should be read to
limit impeachment. to criminal offenses, including the commonlaw
offense of misconduct in office and including violations of oaths of
office.
Brvce, James. The American (ommoniiealth, (Macmillan Co., New
York, 1931) (reprint). An exposition on Amnericai government
concluding that there was no final decision as to whether impeachment was confined to indictable crimes. The author notes that in
English impeachm-ents there was no requirement for an indictable
crime.
Burdick, Charles, The Law of the American. Constitution (G. T.
Putnam & Sons, New York. 1922). A text onl constitutional inter)Vetation coiieludiiig that misconduct in office by itself is grounds
for impeachment.

Dwiglht. Theodore, "Trial by Impeachineint." 6 Am. L. Reg. (N..)
257 (1867). An article on'the eve of President Andrew •Johnson's

impeachment. concluding that an indictable crime was necessary to
make out an impeachable offense.
Etridge, George, "The Law of Inipeachmpnt." 8 Miss. L. J. 283 (1936).
An article arguing that impjeachable offenses had a definite meaning,
discoverable in history, statute and comnmnon law.
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Feerick, John, "Impeaching Federal Judges: A Study of tile Constitutional Provisions," 39 Fordham L. Rev. 1 (1970). An article
concluding that impeachment. was not limited to indictable crimes
but extended to serious misconduct in office.
Fenton, Paul, "The Scope of the Impeachment Power," 65 Nw. U. L.
Rev. 719 (1970). A law review article concluding that impeachable
offenses are not limited to crimes, indictable or otherwise.
Finley, John and John Sanderson, The, Amer'ican Eexecutive and Eg,ecuttive Methods, (Century Co., New York, 1908). A book on the
presidency concluding that impeachment reaches misconduct in
office, which was a common law crime embracing all improprieties
showing unfitness to hold office.
Foster, Roger, Conmnentari8 on tf Omdtitution.
6
of the, United,States,
(BbOst6oiook Co., Boston, 18'96), vol. I. A discussion of constitutional law concluding that in light of English and American history any conduct showing unfitness for office is an impeachable
offense.
Lawrence, William, "A Brief of the Authorities upon the Law of Impeachable Crimes and Misdemeanors," CongressionalGlobe Supplemeot, 40th Congress, 2d Session, at 41 (1868). An article at the time
of Andrew Johnson's impeachment concluding that indictable crimes
were not needed to make out an impeachable offense.
Note, "The Exclusiveness of the Impeachment Power under the ConstitutionY. 51 Hare. L. Rev. 330 (1937). An article concluding that
the Constitution included more than indictable crimes in its definition of impeachable offenses.
Note, "Vagueness in the Constitution: Tlhe Impeachment Power," 25
Stan. L. Rer. 908 (1973). This book review of the Berger and Brant
books concludes that neither author satisfactorily answers the question whether impeachable offenses are limited to indictable crimes.
Pomeroy, John, An Introductimt to the Constitutional Law of the
United Stales, (Hurd and Houghton, New York 1870). A consideration of constitutional history which concludes that impeachment
reached more than ordinary indictable offenses.
Rawle, William, A View of the Constitution of the United States,
(P. H1. Nicklin, Philadelphia, 1829, 2 vol. ed.). A discussion of the
legal and political principles underlying the Constitution, concluding on this issue that an impeachable offense need not be a statutory
crime, but that reference should be made to non-statutory law.
Rottschaefer, Henry, Hanlbook of Aewrican 6nstditwional Law,
(West, St. Paul, 1939). A treatise on the Constitution concluding
that impeachment reached any conduct showing unfitness for office,
whether or not a criminal offense.
Schwartz, Bernard, A Commentary on the 0onstitutioM of the United
States, vol. 1, (Macmillan, New York, 1963). A treatise on various
aspects of the Constitution which concludes that there was no settied definition of the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors," but
that it did not extend to acts merely unpopular with Congress. The
author suggests that criminal Offenses may not be the whole content
of the Constitution on this point, but that such offenses should be a
guide.
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Shepp.ard. Furman, The Constitutional Text book, (George W. Chilhs,

Philadelphia, 1855). A text on Constitutional meaning concluding
that impeachment was designed to reach any serious violation of
public trust, whether or not a strictly legal offense.
Simpson, Alex., A Treatise on Feder;I IhnpeaehmenIt. (Philadelphia
Bar Associntion, Phila., 1910) (reproduced in substantial part inl
0L1 U.Pa.L.Rev. 651 (1916)). After reviewing English and Amencan inipeachments and available commentary, the author concludes
that an indictable crime, is not necessary to impeach.

Story, Josenh. ('onmentarie, 07 the Ponlstituton. of the

U'nited States,

vol. 1, 5th edition. (Little, Brown & Co.. Boston 1891). A comnmentary by an early Suprome Court .Justice who concludes that imll)eachmnet reachedeoondluet not indictable under the criminal law.
Thomas, David, "The Law of Impeachment in the Utnited States," 2
Am. Pol. Nei. Rer. 178 (1909). A political scientist's view on impeachment concluding that the phrase "high Crimes and Misdemeanors" was meant to inelu(le more than indlitable crimes. The
author argues that English parliamentary history. American precedent, and common law support.his conclu.ion.
Tucker. John, The Con8tltiton of the United States. (Callnghnn &
Co., Chicago, 1899). vol. 1. A treatise on the Constitution concluding
that impenahnahle offenses emlbace willful violations of public duty
whether or not a breach of positive law.
Wasson. Richard, The 11onsitution of th, United S•tates: Its Jlhstor!/
and Afeaning (Bohls-Merrill. Indianapolis. 19217). A short discussion of the Constitution concluding that criminal offenses do not
exhaust the reach of the impeachment power of Congress.. Any gross
misconduct in office was thought an impeachable offense h'•y this
author.
Watson. David, The Constitution of the United ,States. (Callaghan &
Co., Chicago, 1910). volumes I and IT. A treatise on Constitutional
interpretation concluding that impeachment reaches misconduct in
office whether or not criminal.
Wharton. Francis, (ommentarke.* on Law,, (Kay & Bro.. Philadelphia,
1884). A treatise by an author familiar with both criminal and Constitutio'nial law. lie concludes that impeachment reached willful misconduct in office that was normally indictable at common law.
WilloU"'hby, Westel. The Omntitit•nal Law of the United States,
vol. III, 2nd edition. (Baker. Voorhis & Co.. New York. 1929). The
author concludes that impeachment was not limited to offenses made
criminal by federal statute.
Yankwich. Leon, "Impeachment of Civil Officers under the Federal
Constitution," 26 Geo. L. Rev. 849 (1938). A law review article concluding that impeachment covers general official misconduct whether
or not a violation of law.
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